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Before you start
Make sure that the following files are in the same folder as Tango.exe:
Accessories
ChordTypes
Leadsheets
ListenerMelodies
Mastertracks
SuitesRoomsAndTracks
Tables

Scaling problems with fonts and high resolutions:
If the fonts look strange and don't fit on the dialogs and buttons, here are the compatibility
settings for my current Windows 10 (version 1903). You only need to do this once and Tango
will always open with the correct settings.
Right-click on the Tango icon, go to Properties and then to the Compatibility tab.
There click on "Change high DPI settings".
On the following page, place a check mark next to
"Use these settings to fix scaling problems for this program here instead of in the settings",
and then below at:
"Override high DPI scaling behavior. Scaling performed by:"
Please select "System" below.
Exit this dialog and the previous dialogs with OK.
Of course I don't know what the future will bring with these problems, but at the moment
(February 2020) it works like this.
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First Steps – Getting To Know
If you are familiar with Midi systems (otherwise first read the chapter “Connections to the
outside world”), connect a Midi keyboard to the Midi In- and a sound module to the Midi Out
port of your computer. Coming from the keyboard, the Midi signal must go through your
computer and Tango before it reaches the sound module.
In the sound module select a piano sound on Midi channel 1. The keyboard should also send
on Midi channel 1.
Your computer should run Windows 10 or higher and you should use an ASIO audio
interface.
For Mac users the installation under Boot Camp is explained step by step in the appendix,
unfortunately only for Windows 7 and with Tango² version 1.851, where I was able to check
this some time ago. Hopefully not too much has changed. Please start Tango and open the
Room "ErstesKennenlernen.room" via the menu "File> Open Room".
Now your monitor should look similar to the image above. Do not try to understand the tangle
of connections, after reading this manual this will be no problem for you.
Before you get started, you have to introduce Tango to your setup. The connections for Midi
In and Audio In / Out are set up in Extras> Global Settings. At the top left you can select your
Midi In and your audio interface.
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Finally you must look up the grey module "Audio/Midi Out“ at the top right of the Room
view (the main window with the many connections). Below the words “Midi Output” you
must select your ASIO interface from the menu, if it is not already selected.
That is the setup for now. If you like you can try out this Room by following my suggestions.
The basic idea for playing with Tango is to enter an improvisational “Room”, make a musical
statement then listen to what comes back from the Room. Not a long monologue, but rather a
short statement like “Hello, anybody there?” works best at this stage.
What comes back will sound different from what you played, but will more or less be related
to your input. If you now react to that, T² will hear and process this reaction – and so on.
This is what the program was built for. In the course of your improvisation, the rests
between your phrases will of course be shorter or longer (also much longer), however playing
with Tango will only be interesting if you also listen to the program.
You are not an experienced pianist? All the better. First, use only the right hand, play
monophonic phrases like a horn player, excluding any chords. Later you will of course use
chords and even input audio signals instead of using a Midi-keyboard.
T² is not about playing complete pieces of music and then having the program “digest” them.
Whole pieces are “ready” and this software is about proposing something unfinished as part
of a larger “whole”. With Tango you should play things which could perhaps be part of a
polyphonic piece rather than already delivering the complete accompaniment with the
melodies.
Tango needs, at least in this Room, rests between your phrases. Long rests even. Take your
hand off the keyboard during these rests instead of waiting for the next phrase with the last
piano key pushed down (as this will “sound” like a very long note for T²).
I know that leaving rests of (e.g.) 5-10 seconds is somewhat harder for pianists than for horn
players, but the program in this Room needs time to work with your ideas and to make
something new of it.
You should try to be curious as to what T² does with your ideas, how it layers them over
each other, reduces/enlarges them or links them in other ways. You may hear an interesting
permutation of one of your last two phrases and use this change in your next statement. This
is much easier if you do not play in that moment of listening. Slowly a loop will emerge
between your reactions to Tango and Tango’s reactions to you.

Be patient!
Often there is not much happening during the first 5 seconds, however then Tango may offer a
good idea which coincidentally has to do with ideas of yours. That helps you then get into the
“loop”.
In the long run you will develop a feeling for finding a balance between drifting through both
Tango’s and your reactions on one hand and more targeted musical statements from you on
the other, to steer the program in a certain direction.
You are influencing the music strongly, as T² is imitating you in this Room, using and altering
your phrases.
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There are however, more direct effects of your playing: The (Listener-) parameters "Tonal
Clarity" and "Harmonic Activity" as they describe this aspect of your playing, play a major
role in this Room. If you play very “tonal” (e.g. triadic movement, open fifths), the program
will mainly use your very last phrases (which were tonal – see above) instead of using older
ones. This is a way (in this particular Room, not with Tango in general) to “capture” T² in
your tonality, making the overall music sound more tonal. Suddenly altering your playing
from clear tonality into a completely different, atonal harmonic world can result in a wild
outburst from the program, which eventually slowly calms down again.
I built many other sources of variation into this Room using the modules you see on the
screen like Lego bricks. You can open the Info-box in the right upper corner of the Room to
find more information about this, but at this point I would advise otherwise.
You could start like this:
Play a short recognizable phrase of about 8-10 notes with the right hand. Let go of the
keyboard and listen to what Tango does with it.
Wait a bit before you play again...
...
and a bit longer...
...
Now (maybe after 10 to 20 seconds of resting) play a phrase of a very different nature. After
some time (...patience...) the phrases will be linked, connected or bent.
Now about a minute has passed and you have only played 16 notes...
Think from time to time of qualities such as tonal/atonal, loud/soft, fast/slow or high/low,
especially if you want the joint improvisation of Tango and yourself to go in a certain
direction...
What does the program offer which you could incorporate or use?
Improvise with that, imitating or developing it and – again - listen to what the program comes
up with after your last statement.
This is how the musical loop between you and Tango can work.
Among the videos on my website henning-berg.de you can find one, which was produced
with almost the same Room. There it is called "Getting To Know"
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Basic Ideas
On www.henning-berg.de you will find a lot of detailed information about the basics and
history of my Tango-project which doesn’t need to be repeated here. You will also find a
Windows executable version of Tango I.0, published 1990 by Steinberg for the Atari,
including the manual and some additional texts, most of it in English.
Here is a quote from the website, which concerns Tango (T²):
“With Tango I try to incorporate my long time concert- and programming experience (and
that of many other Tango 1 users) in a software that concerns many of the old, basic ideas in
a more flexible and comprehensive way.
The key new features of Tango include
● its clear modular design:
There are many different software devices (modules) which the user can put on
the work-surface in any number or configuration and wire them up. Parts of
the program are Listener-, Player-, Modifier and other modules. They can be
applied very flexibly to tailor simple or complex stimulus-response
configurations according to one’s own needs. Particularly important is also:
● the integration of Midi and audio in all parts of the program:
T² has an integrated Audio-To-Midi module for monophonic instruments such
as wind-instruments, voice and strings. This makes it possible to communicate
with the program directly via a microphone (without a Midi-keyboard or an
external Pitch-To-Midi-device). Additionally, T² can not only play Midisynthesizers but also use and alter the audio-signal it received moments ago
from the human partner for its reactions (and actions). The same modules are
used for audio and Midi-functions, so it makes no difference to the operation
whether Tango works with Midi or with audio.”
The user configures Rooms, i.e. environments, in which he will later improvise.
A concert with Tango usually consists of a “Room” or a “Suite” of several Rooms, which are
called upon in order to improvisationally pass through or move within. To begin, it might be
helpful to open Rooms from the "Rooms and Tracks"-folder first and change them to fit your
needs in order to get a feeling for the program’s functions, rather than starting from scratch.
T² can hold many Rooms in memory, similar to text processing software that can have
multiple documents opened simultaneously. At any time however, only one room is active.
There are also ways that make it possible to go through various defined playing situations
with sequences of Rooms called Suites. Single Rooms and complete Suites can be saved or
opened.
Comments on Rooms, also on the examples mentioned in this manual can be found via the
"INFO" button in the right upper corner of most Rooms. There are several other places for
INFO-buttons in the program, e.g. in the Player’s and other modules’ editors.
If "INFO" is written in red, an explanatory text is stored in it.
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Connections to the Outside World
When the program starts you will see a red empty workspace, the Room view, on which the
User interface of T² is based.

To communicate with the outside world, you must open at least one Audio/Midi In- and one
Audio /Midi Out-module in the Modules menu and connect them with each other or with
other modules.
Your computer needs a Midi interface for Midi communication, firstly to play external
Midi tone generators via Midi Out and secondly, to receive Midi-data via its Midi-In
connector from a Midi keyboard.
The connections for Midi In and Audio In / Out are set up in Extras> Global Settings, while
Midi Out can be configured in the Audio/Midi Out module. (The reason for this is that you
can use multiple and differently configured Midi Out modules).
ASIO is required for the audio handling. This protocol is currently the standard for all
audio applications on the PC. Every serious audio interface (of which I know) supports it.
For the I/O functions the program offers links to the ASIO hardware that you have installed
on your computer (Extras> Global Settings).
If you cannot use external audio hardware, I recommend the installation of ASIO4ALL,
which supports built-in sound cards. However, then there is still need for a Midi-Insolution.
The internal audio format cannot be selected in T². The program works with a sampling rate
of 44,100 Hz and on the input side it is only listening to the left stereo channel. At the audio
output, there is of course stereo.
When working with Midi sound generators you can use something wireless “inside” your
computer with software synthesizers and utilities like LoopBe30, but even then you still need
a Midi In connector for the keyboard. LoopBe then works as a computer-internal connection
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from Tango to the sound modules running in the same computer. They have to send their
sounds (audio signals) outside via ASIO.
In order to use the audio functionality of Tango and such sound modules at the same time,
ASIO has to handle their and Tango's audio at the same time. This is possible with my RME
Fireface UCX. I can't say if other interfaces can do that as well.
Via LoopBe Tango can also receive Midi signals. For example, it is possible to run a
sequencer like Cubase in the same computer and have Tango's metronome as a slave of
Cubase synchronized via midi clock. To do this, a black connection (see below) from All
Midi In to the controller input of the metronome would have to be established.
The connection of audio signals and the resulting Midi also offers many interesting sonic
possibilities that you should not do without.
Many Asio audio interfaces do the midi handling on the side. They have built-in Midi
connectors.
The Midi keyboard should send on channel 1 for the beginning and the signal should go
“through” the PC and T² (and not directly to the tone generator).

Internal Wiring
Each module has inputs and/or outputs which define the signal and control paths.
You will be drawing connections between them.
Because the In-module’s “inputs” are the physical inputs of the computer, it has only outputs
to other T²- modules (and vice versa for the Out Module).
All other modules have both input and outputs.
Inputs and outputs are labeled according to their function. Inputs of a module are always on
the left, outputs are attached always to the right. Any number of connections can go out of
or end in a module. The few exceptions to this rule will be politely announced by the
program.
Click on New Room in the
File menu and select one
Audio/Midi In- and one
Audio/Midi Out module in
the “Modules”- menu.
You should now have an In
and an Out module on the
workspace. They should not
overlap. Now click in the In
module on the word
"Audio", hold the left
mouse button, move the
mouse over the word
"Signal" of the Out module
and release the mouse there.
If there is no blue line
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connecting the modules now, you may have used either the wrong mouse button, did not push
it down exactly over "Audio", or you did not release it exactly over the word "Signal". In this
case, repeat the procedure.
You now have produced a simple “Through”-connection between the audio input and the
audio output of your system.
The modules can be moved by dragging the mouse and all the connections will be retained.
To do this, click on the text box with the module name.
A connection from "Midi" to "Signal" forms a "Through"- connection for Midi data, but now
it is white instead of blue.
Inputs of modules marked with "Signal" can receive both Midi and audio data.
Please note that the editable white field above the module name „Audio/Midi Out“ (in this
figure 3-UA-25) ONLY indicates the Midi output of your computer to which the data of this
Audio/Midi Out module is sent. All other inputs and outputs are set in the "Global Audio- and
Midi In Settings” (Extras menu).
Now, if the input signals are not audible, something is wrong with either your Windows
sound system, your Midi setup, microphone or with your monitor system.
Connections can be deleted by holding down the Ctrl key while drawing them again (now
with a red line) and releasing the mouse in the input, just like before.

A tip for connections between modules:
For complex Rooms, it is sometimes important to know what will happen first, for
example if two connections are starting at the same output.
Here the order of drawing the connections is important as the commands will be
executed in the same order by T².
If something does not work as expected, it may help to delete connections again and to
draw them in the correct order.
The Inputs "Signal" or "Control" in the Modules
There are several types of information you can send from one module to another:
● Signal data are Midi notes, Midi controller (white) or audio data (blue), with which
the receiver module should do something, e.g. change them or pass them on.
Control data (green) are used for real-time control of one or more parameters of the
receiver module. Here you control the knobs and switches of the receiving module to
define how the module does what it does. It works like a remote control.
The color of a connection provides information about its function. They are assigned by
the program automatically.
● Blue is audio,
● White is Midi, going to a “Signal” input.
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● Two parallel lines next to each other, one blue and one white, indicate a connection
that can handle both audio and midi. The Harmony outputs and the Modifier output
"Aux Signal" work in this way and automatically colorize connections accordingly.
● Green is Midi that ends in a "Control" input of a module.
● Yellow is a connection between a Listener and a Player. This way the Player has
complete access to the Listener’s Evaluation parameters and its memory.
Independently, individual connections from the Listener to
Players can also be drawn. They are control messages, so they will appear green.
● Black are connections that have to do with time synchronization such as tempo.
As already described, all signal inputs on the input side are suitable for both MIDI (notes and
controllers) and audio data. Inputs labeled Control expect controller data with which functions
of the module are to be remotely controlled. A connection arriving here is therefore
automatically colored green.
In complex Rooms wiring the modules can quickly become confusing.
As long as you click on the name of a module all connections that are not related with
the particular module will be hidden.
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The Menus of Tango
File
Open Room and Save Room as ... are the normal file functions for saving and opening
Rooms.
Save Selected Modules
By double clicking on a module, it can be
selected and deselected. Selected modules
appear red in the Room view.
By simultaneously pressing the Ctrl-key
and double-clicking several modules can
be selected at once.
Various operations can then be used on
the selected modules (here, only the
selected Modules will be saved). The
resulting file is still called
"<name>.Room". It can be opened alone
or added to existing Rooms. More in the
menu section “Edit Room”.
New Room will generate a new, empty Room.
Open Suite and
Save All Rooms as...
Suites are Multi-Room-Setups. They are important for concerts. Multi-Room-Setups can be
controlled via the Room buttons on top of the main-display and can be remotely switched one
after the other by the “double click” function (see “double click function” in this manual for
that).

Edit Room
Copy/paste Selected Modules as usual offers this possibility to copy modules, groups of
modules, their wirings and internal parameters to the same or different Rooms. The modules
must be selected for this. This is done either by double-clicking or by dragging a frame with
the mouse.
Select / Deselect All selects all modules present in the active Room (or deselects them if one
or more were already selected).
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Extras
Global Audio and Midi In Settings
Here you configure the connections for Midi In (only Midi In!) and Audio In/Out, while Midi
Out can be configured in the Out module. The reason for this is that you can use several
differently configured Midi Out modules to address different physical outputs. On the other
hand, there can only be one Audio/Midi In module in each Room, and therefore only one
source for Midi and audio input.
Double Click Function
If you press a Midi controller like a sustain pedal (controller number 64) twice in rapid
succession, T² will move on to the next Room, if you have opened a “Suite” of Rooms. This is
an important function to avoid obvious clicking and switching at the computer during
concerts. With two Double Clicks you can return to the previous Room.
On the right you find
parameters for the
Audio-To-Midi
functions. They are
discussed in the
section Audio To
Midi (A2M - see
below).
You can Save
Settings you have
made here for Audio
To Midi.
These are
automatically loaded
at program start
Also, you can return
to my (H.B.’s)
preferred default
settings.

Editing Numeric Fields
Throughout the program numbers can be specified after clicking by typing them as usual.
You can also drag the mouse after clicking and keeping the left mouse button pressed to
increment or decrement values.
A confirmation with the return key is usually not necessary, so the values are effective
immediately.
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Tango’s Modules
All modules except "Audio/Midi In" can appear multiple times in a Room.

Audio/ Midi In
is directly connected with the audio and Midi input devices of your system. Here the signal
enters the world of T². You can only call one “In” module for each Room. The
configuration is done in Extras> Global Audio and Midi In Settings.

Audio/Midi Out
is Tango’s connection to the existing
Windows Outputs for Midi and audio.
Here the signal leaves T². Midi Out is
configured here in the module as there
may be several different Midi Out
modules in one Room addressing different physical outputs.
All other configurations can be found in Extras> Global Audio and Midi In Settings.
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Player
If you improvise with Tango, the music the program plays usually comes from a Player
module. It produces the musical answers to your playing according to certain rules,
This "raw material" of Tango’s output can be adjusted in the course of the signal path with
various Modifiers to meet your needs about dynamics, harmony, meter and rhythm etc. The
notes however, are usually produced here in the Player.
To try out the features of the Player, please open the following modules in an empty Room
("New Room ")
●
●
●
●

Audio/Midi In,
Audio/Midi Out,
Listener,
Player

Arrange them so the Room looks similar to the following image.
The modules can be moved by clicking in their name box and dragging the mouse. Names can
be changed with the "delete-" or the "backspace" keys.
Wire up the modules by
first clicking to "All
Midi" in Audio/Midi In
and moving the mouse
(left key down) to
"Signal" in the Listener.
The Listener’s “Player”
output must be
connected to the Player’s
“Listener”-input and Player’s “Midi-Nt.” out to “Signal” in Audio/Midi Out.
Now the only thing missing is a direct link from "All Midi" of the In- module to "Signal" of
Audio/Midi Out, which is a simple Midi-Through-connection. Now you can not only hear
Tango playing, but also yourself.
Connections are drawn by clicking in the output, holding down the left mouse button
and dragging the mouse to the desired input. Release the mouse there. T² assigns the
colors automatically.
If you play a short phrase on the Midi keyboard and everything is wired correctly, T² will
continue to repeat this phrase quite monotonously for the next few years…
You can stop that by clicking on the Listener’s "Forget" button.
If all works up to this point, you should save the Room with “File>Save Room as ...” because
we will return to this later. As a name I suggest BasisPlayer.room.
Your playing is the musical information to which the Player module responds. It receives this
information via the yellow connection from the Listener, which listens to you, remembers and
analyzes your playing.
The Player has direct access to the Listener’s memory and the results of its analysis, which is
called "Evaluation" in T².
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The Player learns what the Listener "knows" about your playing based on the Listener’s
memory. The white connections show you that this Room is only for Midi information on
both the listening and the playing sides. By adding blue lines to the audio outputs (can be
found under the Midi- outputs), you can easily extend the system for audio.
For clarity, we will stick to Midi for now.
The Player can formulate its answers in midi notes or in samples of the sounds the program
has just heard from you. The prerequisite for working with samples is that instead of a Midi
keyboard you use a monophonic instrument like a wind instrument, string instrument, voice or
monophonic piano) and a microphone for input.
But we wanted to leave it at Midi for now.
The link of your playing with some response of T² is provided by a Player algorithm
(abbreviated PA). Here the rules are selected and modified according to how T² reacts to
your playing.
Lines
Tango’s Player algorithm is called Lines. It can produce a polyphonic texture of your previous
phrases.
For Lines “Phrases” are groups of notes with a pause or a long note before and after the
Phrase. You can refine Tango’s definition of a Phrase in the Listener and in the Player more
accurately. But for now, let’s be satisfied with my preset values.

The Basic Function of the Player
The Player can contain one or more (up to 200) Tracks that, using the Listener-Data, either
simultaneously or alternately produce music. Lines can react and act in a very flexible way.
Each Player Track alone can produce single or multiple voices, including chords. This
depends on your input.
Multiple Tracks can be activated, so that Lines itself also can produce polyphony and chords,
even if the human partner has played only a single voice. Melodies can also be wrapped in
chords by the Player.
For details, see the section on the "Chords" button and on Player-Chords.

Player Edit
Open the Player Editor in the newly created Room “BasisPlayer.room” by clicking on the
Edit button in the Player module. Now you can see the Player Editor with one Track.
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On top of the Player Editor you will find some Basic functions such as the possibility to
● deactivate the Player completely (this is corresponding to the same button
on the Player module of the T² main window, the Room-display)
● open a new Track or
● open a previously saved Track ("<Filename>. Track") and
● hold Info about the current configuration of the Player.

Track-Representation in the Player Editor
Each Track box is divided into two or more differently colored areas.
In the white area on top, the parameters of a Track are arranged. Here, a Track’s way of
playing can be adjusted or modulated in real-time.
In the light yellow area below you can define how Lines is supposed to work.
On the left side you will find a group of buttons:
Collapse Track offers the possibility of displaying a Track clearly and narrowly, if no
adjustments have to be made.

“Chords” opens the chord editor of the Track. In the default setting there are three new
voices that form chords, together with the main-voice according to certain rules. This number
of voices can be changed between 2 and 20. For more, see the section "Player Chords" below.
Click again on the Chords button and you will be asked if you want the chords-function for
this Track turned off or only switch to the narrower view;
Right now you want to turn it off completely.
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Copy creates a new Track with identical settings.
Delete deletes this Track.
Save saves an individual (namely this) Track, which can be opened via "Open Track File" and
imported (e.g.) into another Player ("<Filename>.track").
Track Info allows for note-taking on this Track.
Below you will be able to choose a Player algorithm (PA) in the future (now there is only
Lines) and on the right next to that, the light yellow PA-Editor can be closed or opened.
Finally, there is the possibility to give the Track a new name.

The Track Parameters
From left to right in the white Track edit box:

Quick Comment
With this function the Track can play a quick and relatively short response to things you have
been playing very recently , after making a longer pause (of at least 1.5 seconds). This
"comment" will only use the material you have played right after this rest and accelerate/slow
it down and/or transpose it on several layers.
The amount and length of Quick Comment is highly dependent on what you have played in
this last Phrase. In addition, you can determine the amount and the length of QC in two ways:
● by setting a Quick Comment value here in the editor.
● by configuring a Real Time Control (RTC)-connection so that Quick Comment
is controlled in real time by the Listener. For details on RTC, please look
below for Variation> Relative Speed. There is also an example.
If you want to listen to Quick Comment alone in order to see
how the function works, click on the right of the editor on the
pause button “||”. The PA Lines is not working now, but Quick
Comment, which is independent of the PA, does. After rests of
yours, depending on the set value for QC, Quick Comment will
pick up and die down again after some time, until the next
Quick Comment comes along.

Phrasing ms.
Under the Quick Comment box you find settings that are important for the length of
Phrases and the pauses as T² plays them - always in relation to this Track.
Generally, a Phrase is a group of notes with a rest before and after.
If you enter the same millisecond values for Min and Max, the Track will produce Phrases
and rests of this length. If the maximum value is greater than Min, the value will be
determined randomly within the given range.
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The Phrases you play and which Tango hears from you are the basic material for Lines.
With the phrasing parameters you can configure a Track so that it forms shorter or longer
Phrases than those you played. Lines finds your Phrases in the Listener’s memory.
"Off", which also can be selected, means that your Phrase lengths are used unchanged. How
Lines selects and uses Phrases is explained below (Lines - Player Edit Algorithm).
You can find out more about “Phrases” in the section Some basic information about
"Phrases" further below.

Track Activity Link
Since Phrase-lengths and pauses between Phrases can be defined, it is clear that Tracks play
sometimes and sometimes not (namely, where they rest).
This change of activity of Tracks may overlap and occur randomly when multiple Tracks are
involved, but it may also be synchronized.
Add a new Track or copy an existing Track, then play a few Phrases of a few seconds in
length. Both Tracks play and pause independently.
Now you can choose from the Track Activity Link menu of Track 2 "Follows Track 1".
Both Tracks will play together and take their breaks together. Here Track 1 is master and
Track 2 the slave.
Under this selection, you can choose between Parallel Rests and Alternating Rests.
If Track 1 is playing, Track 2 depending on this setting will rest or play. Track 1 will act
independently on its Phrases and breaks, while Track 2 follows. If Track 1 wants to “end a
break” (that is play the next Phrase), you can use
Finish Phrase or Phrase Cutoff to decide whether Track 2 finishes its Phrase first or cuts off
the Phrase that it is playing right now.

Variation
Here you will find the Track parameters which customize the playing of a Track to your needs
as well as changing it at short notice.
Relative Speed is the speed with which the Track plays. Possible values are up to 1000% as
well as negative values. At 100% Lines plays your Phrases in the original tempo, and negative
Values of course mean playing backwards. At 0% there is a standstill.
Pitch Register (Average) defines a Midi pitch.
This parameter changes the pitch of this Track in such a way, that the average pitch of its
playing is as close to the value given here as possible. Transposition happens only by
octaves, so that the pitch classes (C, D etc.) remain unchanged.
In the Midi protocol middle C (the center of the keyboard) is defined as pitch 60, and
each + / - 12 semitones signify a transposition of an octave up or down.
It is therefore possible to quickly change the register of a Track (e.g. for a bass Track with the
value of 60 – 12 = 48), yet keep the harmonic content (the absolute pitches such as C, C #)
intact. "Off" again means that no change is desired.
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Less / More Notes adds notes to the music the Track is playing (values above 100%), or takes
notes away (under 100%). Notes are taken away from Phrases by making the notes that were
played before longer. So here no additional pauses are produced and the Phrases are not
shorter or longer than before.
Which and how many notes are
changed, is randomly determined
based on the %-value.
When notes are added (values
above 100%) notes of the Phrase
will be shortened for other short
notes to be inserted before the
original note. In the next line can be
determined whether these new notes have all the same ("Repeat ...") or different pitches,
volumes or lengths as the shortened original note. “No Repeat” for the volume signifies a
slight crescendo of the new notes until the original volume is reached. Pitches and durations
are varied randomly.
Less / More Rhythm makes the rhythm, i.e. the quarter notes, eights, sixteenths etc. of
Phrases more varied or more uniform. Positive values change the Phrase so that the length of
each note varies more, while negative values will lead to more even note values as continuous
quarters, eighths or sixteenths.
OFF means as always, "no change". With “OFF” the rhythms of your Phrases remain
unchanged. Other changes, such as the Speed parameter or Less / More Notes of course still
are possible and remain valid.
Transpose changes every pitch by a number of semitones (+ / -). The operation is different
from Pitch Register. Here we simply transpose, thus "C#" with setting of -1 becomes a "C".
Volume / Velocity % changes the volume (in the Midi protocol called velocity - the speed
with which a key is pressed down) of the Tracks relative to the original volume.
Less / More Legato changes the ratio of notes and rests between them. The Track leaves the
Legato quality of the original Phrases unchanged with a setting of 100. A value of 200
signifies tightest Legato, so there is no pause between consecutive notes. A value of 1 means
the shortest possible Staccato of each note with a subsequent pause until the next note starts.
This parameter does not affect the rhythm, i.e. the note beginnings of a Phrase.
The Stop / Start button ( || or >) activates / deactivates the Player algorithm of this Track. As
stated above, despite the "Stop" Quick Comment still can generate notes in a Track, if it is not
set to “Off”.
Wait / Continue stops the Track while notes that are still running are being held until
"Continue".
Freeze causes the Track to just keep playing as it is at present. So Lines keeps using the same
Phrase, and the entire RTC system of the Track (explained in the next section) is blocked.
The three Mode-buttons, finally allow saving and recalling all parameters of a Track as one
of three presets with a push of a button (or a real-time control command). To save the presets
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use the same button and hold Ctrl. At this point a preset is only stored in the computer’s
memory. To save it permanently you must use Track-, module- or Room-Save-operations.
Once you select another “Mode”, the previously active mode is deactivated and replaced by
the selected one, so you can only select, but not deselect Modes.
Modes include the RTC system (Real Time Control) of all parameters, which will be
described in the following section.
If RTC is activated on a parameter, the Mode will not store the value of the parameter, but
the RTC parameters that enable its real-time control, i.e. the Midi channel and controller
number with which it is controllable instead. If Chord parameters in the Track are active, the
Chord Settings are treated like any other
Track- parameter. Excluded from the Modes are
here "Number of Voices" and "Main Track Position in Chord“ plus all parameters of the
individual chord voices. You will find more on the Chord system below.
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1st Interlude: The Application of Midi-Controllers to Control
Parameters in Real Time and the Use of Tables (RTC)
Here is a short detour on Real Time Control (RTC) using the example of the parameter
“Relative Speed”:
Obviously it is possible to influence Tango’s music through your own playing- as you would
expect it from an improvising duo partner.
Lines links input and output, and changes in my playing consequently lead to changes in the
playing of Tango.
The system of Midi controllers and Tables, in which parameters of a Listener module
can change one or more parameters of a different (for example, Player-) module in real time
now gives us the possibility to constantly alter the reaction algorithm, instead of just
selecting an initial configuration (that is before the actual playing takes place).
Now you are able to alter and manipulate the responding system during improvisation by
influencing the rules of the game (instead of just playing it).
This is why the Listener has become so complex. This way the music will become less static
and allows for more and longer developments and variations. It is important that this is
possible without handling the mouse on the computer during a concert, simply by correlating
certain properties of my music with specific characteristics of Tango’s reactions.
For our example, we will get the Midi controller directly from the modulation wheel of the
keyboard as the functions of the Listener, which would normally do this job, will be described
only further below.
Please ensure that the modulation wheel
of your keyboard sends Midi controller 1
on Midi channel 1.
In our BasisPlayer.room connect "All
Midi" (Audio/ Midi In) to the "Control"
input of the Player. It is no problem if you
have to draw over the Listener to do this.
You should now see a green line between
the two modules.
Click the Player’s Edit button, so that the editor moves to the
foreground.
To the right of the parameters in the Player Editor, you will
usually see a button with a struck-through R. It serves to activate
the real-time control system of the respective parameter. If you click the button, two things
will happen:
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● Real-time control is enabled for that parameter, the parameter becomes externally
controllable, and the "R" - Button is not struck-through anymore.
● The editor Real Time Control Edit
for the parameter opens. In this
dialog you find in the middle and
right columns a list of numbers
called "Table" and associated
graphics and Edit buttons.
How and why to work with Tables
and how the Table Editor exactly
works, will be explained right after
this.
In the left column you can find
information about Room, Player,
the Track and the parameters in
this Track that we are currently
dealing with, (here Relative
Speed).
Next you find out here, whether
Real Time Control is active and
with which controller and Midi
channel the parameter can be
controlled.
The "Active" button always shows
the same activation state as the
real time button ("R") next to the parameter (here Relative Speed) in the Player
Editor.
The lower two panels show the value that reaches the Player via the green connection
from the outside (usually it ranges from 0 to 127 – “Input Value”) and (“Result
Setting”) the resulting value after the scaling from the Table.
Now you can use the modulation wheel to control the speed at which the Player plays back
your Phrases. The range is 10 times the original speed forward and backward. You can
follow the resulting settings of this control on the Player’s edit page in the Relative Speed box
and on the RTC edit page under Input Value or Result Setting.
Controls of this type you will find in many examples about the Player, where you can test
configuration, operation and effects. However, as I already mentioned, the source of the
controller usually is not located outside the program like our modulation wheel.
Instead, it will often be a Listener parameter that describes one particular aspect of your
playing which (after some scaling) controls certain aspects of Tango’s playing.
If you are in the Room view, the parameters you have configured for Real Time Control are
visible as a tool tip when you move the mouse over the control input of the Player module.
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The Use of Tables
An important tool to enable such control functions are Tables.
Technically a modulation wheel puts out numerical values in the range between 0 and 127.
For our parameter Relative Speed (measured as a percentage of the original speed - forward
and backward) this is not particularly useful and therefore values can be converted/scaled
using Tables.
Click (when needed twice) on the R button next to Relative Speed until the yellow RTC editor,
with the Table of the speed parameter can be seen again.

The Table Editor
In the graph on the lower right below in the Table Edit window, you can see that values from
0 to 127, as they come from the modulation wheel (left side – Input Value) are converted into
the right-hand values from -999 to +999. In addition, you will find the same conversion
represented as an X / Y curve (the horizontal X-axis here describes the raw input values) and
finally in the middle the editable number assignments shown in plain text. The values as they
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come from the modulation wheel are in the left column, right next to that you find the values
available after the conversion /scaling.
"Scaled" and "True" Values
In the real world parameters have the range of values that they have - volumes
in western music range between "ppp" and "fff" or sometimes "ffff", Midi-modulation wheels
send between 0 and 127, and Tango’s Relative Speeds lie between -999 and +999 percent.
Many of these parameters, such as the length of notes (10 to 10000 milliseconds) and
intervals (the value 12, one octave, in melodies is already a fairly large value) run in
completely different value ranges and are therefore not compatible as raw values.
Tables serve as a means to unify all these parameters, allowing to modulate a parameter with
another. They are lists that allow the conversion to a scaled "standard parameter" for
compatibility.
For T² a scaled value is one with a range as it comes from a Midi modulation wheel. Zero
stands for "nothing", 32 is "low" and 80 means "well, already higher than the center (64), but
still not really high (hence "highish") and 127 is the highest possible value. The colloquial
descriptions of the height value, in addition to the numeric fields in the Table are listed in the
editor.
Editing Numeric Fields
Throughout the program numbers can be specified after clicking by typing them as usual.
You can also drag the mouse after clicking and holding to change values.
A confirmation with the return key is usually not necessary, so the values are effective
immediately.
Edit functions of the Table Editor:
Clear Table
clears all values, except for the upper (+999) and the lower (-999) values. These two fields
can be edited like the others, but they must have some value. Click on Clear
Table and write in the top field (to the right of the 127) the number 300 instead of 999.
Now scroll all the way down and enter in the Table next to the (left side-) “0” instead of -999
the value +20.
Also enter the number 80 on the right of the (left side-) number 96. At point 96 / 80 in the
diagram on the right you will find a red circle that marks the point as a support point.
Click on the button
Linear interpolation
Now a connecting line is generated which is fairly flat up to point 96 >> 80 to rise steeply
beyond that point. If you now move the modulation wheel and then listen to the Player, you
will notice that the Relative Speed which is in the lower three-quarters of the wheel’s range
has not changed much, but then quickly rises to 300%. Reverse playing does not happen
anymore because you just eliminated all negative values from the Table.
Edit Support Points
Now again you see the familiar point 96 / 80. Change this value to
(e.g.) 149 and additionally enter the value 82 for field number 64 ("Center").
Now click on
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Curve interpolation to obtain a curve, without the edges of the linear interpolation.
This function works with up to two support points and tells you if it could not reach certain
interpolation points. You can also switch between the two ways of interpolation.
Undo All Edits restores the original state, as it existed on opening the Table. There is no
"Undo" Undo.
If a Table converts a scaled "0 to 127- value" to a "true" value of the real world (such as here
in the Relative Speed), you see "0 to 127" - values on the left in the Table edit page and on the
right those of the real world. The flow of information is (as always in the program) from left
to right.
Where useful, as sometimes in the Modifier, you can Switch Conversion Mode manually to
change to the opposite mode (with real world values on the left). Often the conversion goes
first from real world values to 0-127 (e.g. if the Listener analyses note lengths) and then from
0-127 back to real world (if you want to control some Player parameter with this
information). Most of the time, T²-Tables will provide the correct direction automatically.
If this Operation is not useful, you won’t find the appropriate button.
Use Reverse True Val Entries to reverse the lowest and highest true-values of the Table.
Open and Save are the necessary open and save operations for Tables.
Each RTC compatible parameter has its own Table.
There are three different places where Tables can be stored:
● Right here in the module: The Table of the parameter "Relative Speed" in the
Player module is already in memory. It will be saved together with the module
and all other Tables of the current Room’s modules when the Room is saved.
You don’t need to worry about backing up edited Tables.
● In the folder "Tables" which is located at the same file-level as T². When the
program starts, this entire folder is automatically copied into memory.
Here the Tables are stored, which get loaded into the module if you retrieve it
from the T² main page via the Modules-menu. These are the default Tables.
An edited Table only needs to be saved in the folder "Tables" if you want to use
this edited version as a default Table for certain parameters. Otherwise,
saving the Room (or module / Track) will also save all the Tables involved.
Tables are uniquely identified by a combination of letters and numbers
(starting with "PT ..." for parameter Table). This enables the modules to find
their appropriate Tables. After this initial labeling you are free to rename
Tables, but the default Tables have to have their original names.
● The folder "Original Tables Protected" (found in the "Tables"-folder) is readonly and contains the Tables, as they were configured in the “factory”-version
of the program.
A final backup to make sure that each module always finds the right Tables for
the correct parameter.
If you accidentally delete a necessary Table from the Tables folder, T²
automatically looks here for the right Table in this backup folder.
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More Control Functions
Double Click Function
If you press a Midi controller like a sustain pedal (sending controller #64) twice in rapid
succession, T² will move on to the next Room, if you have configured a “Suite” of Rooms. This
is an important function to avoid too obvious clicking and switching at the computer when
you are playing live.

Pitch Switches
If you press a Midi-controller 64 (e.g. a sustain pedal) and play certain pitches or pitch-zones
at the same time through your microphone or on a Midi-instrument, you can switch any RTCfunction within T² this way. Use “PitchSwitch.room” and “PitchSwitchGroup.room” as
examples. In the “Info” of the Rooms you will find details on the configuration. You will
have to configure your Pitch Switches on your own.
The point is again to be able to play concerts without using the mouse or having to step on
multiple foot switches. Too much “public switching” often becomes a distraction for you
(playing your instrument) and for the audience (listening to the music).
With the Pitch-Switches you can control sub Rooms, harmonic or rhythmic elements, switch
modules to “off” or “through” etc. in a very discreet way. For this purpose I use, for
example, a small button on the trombone which is invisible to the audience.
End of the description of RTC, the Real Time Control System (1st Interlude).
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2nd Interlude: The Player and Audio Signals
Preparation of BasisPlayer.room for Audio Operation
Drag a connection from the
Audio output of the Inmodule to the Listener’s
Signal input, and another
from the Player’s Audio
output to the Signal input of
the Out module. Your setup
should look like this image.
Now connect your microphone to the left microphone input of your audio hardware and sing
something into the microphone.
You should hear Midi and Audio played in unison by the Player.
(As a reminder: You can delete existing connections by drawing them again while holding
down the Ctrl key.)
If it does not work:
● Do the microphone signals arrive in T²? Are the microphone level controls
OK? You can see the signal at the output of the audio-In module. Clip means
you are too loud.
● Is the audio connection between your computer’s audio hardware and your
monitoring system OK?
● Do the blue connections match with the above image?
● Is audio switched On in the Player Editor’s “Out”- section?

General Information for Dealing with Audio Signals in T²:
Audio signals and Midi signals are internally represented as single notes. Tango’s Audio To
Midi Converter (A2M) separates the individual notes from an audio stream, describes them
with a resolution of 10 milliseconds in terms of volume and pitch and finally stores them
separately in the Listener’s memory, along with their descriptions.
The Audio To Midi module can be called separately, but it is also integrated in the Listener
and therefore does normally not appear in the Room. A (blue) audio connection from the
audio output of the In-module to the Signal input of the Listener does the job.
Audio To Midi works only with monophonic signals like horns, voice or single note piano.
This system enables the Player to use previously heard audio material for its musical
responses by reshaping it, combining notes to chords or having them changed by other
modules. So T² can not only use pre-produced synth or sampled sounds, but can also use your
own sound to play with you. Of course, the Player can respond to your audio signals as usual
in the "language Midi" or combine Midi and audio sounds.
As Tango’s A2M, as I said before, only processes monophonic material, overlapping notes,
such as playing very legato on a piano or un-muted guitar strings as well as thick reverb or
delays can disturb the pitch tracking. Ideal are dry horn and vocal signals. Even with the
guitar, I would prefer a Midi solution.
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Listener feedback for audio input
Setting correct levels for audio material as high as possible without clipping improves pitch
tracking. You can check the audio output of the ”In”-module for that.
On the other hand, you should hear the output of Tango (i.e. what T² sends to your speakers)
as quietly as possible during concerts, so that you can still hear and react to the program, but
without feedback artefacts via the speakers and microphone. Tango's music coming out of the
connected loudspeakers is in this case picked up by your microphone (in very poor quality)
and then the Listener tries to analyze it. The result may not be satisfactory and this situation
should definitely be avoided. To this end, Tango gives you a warning ("Listener Feedback?"
is displayed briefly across the entire monitor) if Listener Feedback is suspected. In essence,
extremely quiet and short notes will then make Tango suspicious. Then turn down the
speakers through which you listen to Tango's music.
Feedback loops can be a very interesting application of the program, but they should be
implemented within your Rooms and not via microphone and speakers.
So much about Listener feedback.
Only the left of the two stereo channels gets analyzed.
A2M represents each audio note with note-on and note-off Midi messages about
its initial volume (velocity) and pitch.
Later (after the note-on and before the not- off) the volume is further described with
controller 2 (often called "Breath Control") and the changes in pitch with “Pitch Bend”.
The pitch and volume description happens at a resolution of 1/100 second (and only if
something has changed in pitch or volume), this information is stored in context with the
samples in the Listener’s memory.
The Listener gets the audio events about 0.37 seconds after you have played them. This value
can be slightly different because of the potentially different audio latency of your hardware.
Most of the delay however, has to do with the operation of my Audio To Midi module, and due
to technical reasons, therefore cannot be switched off.
For T² this is early enough and it allows for good accuracy in tracking.
The pitch bend range is preset to + / - 3 semitones by me. You can change that value in the
"Global Audio Settings" of the Extras menu.
All glissandi in the audio with a distance of more than three semitones from the original pitch
will therefore not be described in this setting. If you want to control a Midi- tone generator
with this pitch bend data, you should have the same pitch bend range adjusted there so that
the result sounds like the audio original.
The audio detection is looking for usable pitches. If you sing along and use text, you will
mainly hear the vowels in your singing, because only these contain recognizable pitches.
So much for now about the audio operation of T². (End of the 2nd Interlude)
This and other information can also be found in the description of the
Audio To Midi module and the Listener.
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Now back to the parameters of the Player Editor:

Player-Out
This determines which data (audio, Midi, pitch bend and controllers) the Track sends, which
Midi channel or controller it uses, and whether the (general) Midi -Nt> or a single output will
be used by the Player.
Solo and Mute silence this (Mute) or all other Tracks except for this
(Solo). Mute is also RTC controllable, Solo is used only during
Player configuration, so there is no R button.
In the “Midi” line you can decide whether the notes of a Track are
output as Midi data, which Midi channel is used and
whether it goes to a single output (Individ. Out) or
the Player’s general "Midi- Nt." Output (Midi Notes).
Individual outputs can be useful if for example, only the notes of one particular
Track should be processed separately by a Modifier or Harmony (e.g. the bass
should play only roots and fifths of the chord changes).
If by clicking the appropriate button below Indiv(idual) Out(puts) are activated,
that signal does not appear in the "Midi-Nt." jack of the Player anymore.
Instead a single output is attached in the Room view at the bottom of the Player
icon. The wiring works as usual from other outputs.
Pb / Ct (pitch bend / controller) refers to the possibility of describing notes not only at their
beginning by pitch and volume, but also in their further course by pitch bend and a volume
controller. The prerequisite for this function is that the Listener received audio, so you must
use a microphone for playing. This audio data is memorized by the Listener. Via the
Listener's internal Audio To Midi converter it is then marked with the appropriate Midi
information about pitch- and volume-envelopes of each note (in a resolution of ten
milliseconds).
This information can now be sent along with the raw Midi notes by the Track.
Pitch bend is the format for the pitch description.
With the "Pb / Ct" button both data streams (pitch bend and volume controller) are switched
on and off.
With this it is possible to use fine pitch and volume ornaments such as vibrato or
Crescendos that you have played in the course of an audio note for real-time control of a
Midi sound in order to make it as vivid as your original audio signal.
Even oddities like crescendos on individual piano notes or a fine brass vibrato from the
harpsichord are possible with this function. This requires that the corresponding sound in your
Midi tone generator can "listen" to these controllers.

The Controller Number for the Midi volume is selectable and to the right, a single output for
this data can be configured. If no single output is set, the controller output of the Player
module appears in the "Midi-Nt." output as they are part of the notes.
Individual outputs allow for separate output of notes on the one hand and the associated pitch
bend / controller data on the other.
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A Midi-Tip: The pitch bend range T² uses to analyze the audio notes can be set in the
"Global Audio Settings" in the Extras menu. It should be the same as with your selected tone
generator sound. Also the sound should not have the volume controlled by Midi velocity but
by the selected volume controller. Find out more about this in the chapter on Audio To Midi.
Audio
If you have recorded a monophonic audio signal via a microphone, the Track can also use the
sounds of this audio signal for its output. This possibility can be configured in the lower two
rows of the Out area.
Pan determines the position of the audio signal’s left-right panning.
Auto Tune % can compensate for variations in pitch of your notes, so at 100% all notes are
played pitch-corrected. 0% Auto Tune leaves the pitch unchanged. And on the very right you
will find the single output for audio signals.
If you have recorded only Midi notes and no audio signal, the audio range as well as the
above-mentioned Midi controller for Player notes is not available.

If under the white Track Editor there is no bright yellow region titled

Lines - Player Algorithm Edit, click on the Open-PA Edit button.
These parameters are important for Lines, the Player algorithm (PA).

Some basic information about "Phrases",
i.e. groups of notes and how they are heard by the Listener and used by Lines:
The Player does not listen to music! This function is performed by Tango’s Listener. The
Listener constantly searches for groups of notes in your playing and marks them in its
memory as "Phrases".
These are notes that are related in time, usually preceded and followed by a rest. Like a line
of a song, which is followed by a (possibly very short) rest before the next line is heard.
What the Listener considers a “Phrase” is defined in the Listener settings at the top of the
Listener Editor next to "Min. Rest Before New Phrase". A Phrase is usually preceded by a
rest, and here you define its minimum length. If the pause is shorter than the value specified
there, the next note is not heard as the beginning of a new Phrase, but as part of the previous
one. If you also want a long note (for example, as the final note of a Phrase) to be able to end
a Phrase, define its minimum length in the parameter below - "Min. Note Length Before New
Phrase". In this way, you can also end Phrases without a subsequent rest, which often
happens in real life.
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Phrases that have been heard and marked by the Listener are used by the Player (i.e. by
Lines) as its basic material.
Lines usually places your Phrases in a new temporal context, changing them in many different
ways with the possibilities offered by the Player and, if necessary, Modifiers in the signal
path.
If you are a horn player like me playing with Tango, you will automatically pause from time
to time while breathing and thus usually meet the conditions for Phrases in the Listener.
Pianists on the other hand, don't need to rest to breathe and therefore often play continuous
long stretches of notes, without pauses or long notes (see above). This can go on for minutes
and during this time the Listener will not hear any new Phrases, but only one single one
which is VERY long. Therefore, the Listener cannot offer Lines new Phrases as playing
material.
As a result, you may have the impression of producing large amounts of new material for
Tango which the program should be able to do a lot with, without hearing a change in
Tango's playing. The reason for this is that Lines is not offered new Phrases because your
music is heard by Tango as one continuous very long Phrase, which you have to finish first.
In order for Lines to work at all, even if you do not want to pause, the button
"Lines skips longer Phrases" (this is the normal way of working) offers an alternative setting:
"Listener splits up longer Phrases". If the Listener now encounters too long stretches of notes
without rests, the Player can force the Listener to simply write an "end of phrase" sign into
the memory after the maximum time or max. number of notes specified here has elapsed
(without any musical logic!). This way the new "Phrase material" is still available to the
Player despite the lack of rests.
This is the only place in the program where the Player, which is connected to the Listener via
a yellow line, not only "reads" the Listener, but can also actively intervene in the way the
Listener works. This setting should therefore be the same for every Player Track.
I am aware that the cooperation between Listener and Player is a bit confusing due to the
different Phrase parameters in both modules which have to work together. Since the Player
only "plays" and the Listener only "listens" however, I don't see an easier way to work with
Phrases at the moment.
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Lines has the following parameters:
Phrase Selection
Here you decide how Lines selects the Phrase to play next from the Phrases it finds in the
Listener’s memory.
Generally, only the last Phrases you played are taken into account.
Phrases used
The value of "3" means for example that the last 3 of your Phrases can be used. Which Phrase
is actually used, will be randomly decided.
However, Tango’s freedom can be limited by the following parameters:
% Phr.-repeat is the probability in percent that the most recently selected Phrase will be
repeated. If you have enabled only the very last Phrase ("1 Phrase used "), this value is
meaningless. This parameter allows for a greater motivic coherence in the music of a
Track.
Your input Phrases may have been monophonic or they included chords:
Here you can set whether Phrases selected by Lines must contain chords or not, or if you do
not care: Therefore, the options "must", "must not" or “may contain chords".
Lengths of Selectable Phrases are defined by a maximum number of notes or a maximum /
minimum number of milliseconds. Phrases that do not meet at least one of these requirements
will not be used by Lines unless you click the button to the right of it “Lines skips longer phrases”, which then reads
“Listener splits up longer phrases”.
Please refer to the section entitled "Some basic information on "Phrases", i.e. groups of notes
and how they are heard by the Listener and used by Lines", which you will find a few
paragraphs above.
Once a Phrase has been selected (according to these rules), under
Notes Played you can decide which chord-notes of the selected Phrase should actually be
played:
Melody Notes were not part of chords. Chord notes can be
Top (top note),
Bottom (lowest note) and
Middle (all other notes).
If you have selected Melody Notes and Bottom chord notes, all notes that were not part of
chords and the lowest note of chords, the bass note, will be played.
The Listener of T² hears a chord, if at least 2 notes are played with a time interval of less than
a certain number of milliseconds between them. The number of milliseconds can be defined in
the Listener Settings under "Max Delta time between Chord Notes“. For details, see “Chord
Activity”, right before the section on Special Listener parameters or the section on Listener
Settings.
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Send Player Algor(ithm) Info
Lines can inform other modules or (in a feedback loop) itself if it is about to play a new
Phrase. This can happen
before each Phrase,
before a Phrase Repeat and
before playing the last input Phrase (before it is about to use the last notes you just played).
For this P.A.Info, the channel, controller and value to be passed, can be defined on the right.
Here controller numbers can be selected only from 100 up so they cannot interfere with
controllers which describe Midi notes.
In order to keep them separate, these controllers always appear at the Player’s PA.Info>
output and not at the Midi-Nt> or single outputs, if you have activated any.
An example for this function is the configuration of a "Lines Transpose Modifier".
Again, use BasisPlayer.room as a starting point, open the Player Editor and click on the
button right next to "... every phrase" in the PA Edit area. If Lines wants to start playing a
Phrase now, it will always send the specified control message (value 64 on controller 100,
Midi channel 1) from the PA. Info output.
Now call a Modifier (Menu Modules> Modifier) in the Room view, put it right under the
Player and connect the output "PA. Info>„ to the input "> Signal" of the Modifier. Then
draw a connection from the Modifier’s output "All Midi>" to "> Control " (that is an input,
so it is located on the left) of the Player.
Your Room should now look something like this:

Open the Modifier’s Editor and look for the words "Velocity / Contr. Value (0 ... 127) "on the
right hand side (this line also appears on the left, but that is not interesting for us at this
point).
Now click on the arrow to the right of it and find the line “rd. offst” (random offset). To the
right of "Range", enter +2 and left of it -2. Our goal here is that each new Phrase is transposed
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by Lines randomly either two fifths upwards or downward, or not at all. So there are 5
possible values: -2, -1, 0, 1 and 2. Now close the editor of the Modifier.
The Modifier always gets the same value from Lines, namely 64. This simply means "Now a
new Phrase begins". Now the Modifier produces offsets from that value of 64. It is configured
in such a way that it produces values from 62 to 66 (64+/- 0, +/- 1 or +/- 2) randomly and
sends the result back to Lines.
Now the Player still has to learn to interpret these values 62 to 66 correctly, that is as a
transposition of -2 to +2 fifths. For this, open the Player Editor again.
Locate "Transpose (semitones)", click the struck-through R right next to it and you will see
the corresponding Table, the conversion Table for Transpose in Track 1 of the Player.
Firstly, empty the Table by clicking Clear Table.
You know that you are only interested in the input values 62-66 which come from the
Modifier. For these, you must enter values into the Table. Now you know already that you can
enter the value 0 - "no transposition" for 64.
You also know that a fifth consists of 7 semitones and that for a transposition of 2 fifths you
would have to enter + or - 14 accordingly. Since you want to
avoid transpositions of more than one octave (12 semitones),
you put +14 down one octave (14 - 12 = 2) and -14 up one
octave (-14 +12 = -2). So in the Table you need for 62 "-2", for
63 "-7", 64 gets "0", 65, "+7" and 66 is converted to "+2". Now
you fill the remaining (never used) numbers of the Table with
linear interpolation, just to have them defined and get this picture:
Finally, Lines has to know which controller number is being sent as PA.Info. For that you set
the value next to the words “Midi controller”, on the left of the RTC Editor, to 100.
Lines now plays almost every Phrase in a different key and these keys are in a close fifth
relationship.
The Lines Transpose Modifier can be found in many of my example-Rooms. With it, Lines’
Phrases don’t get simply repeated, but keep some kind of harmonic context on the other hand.
You can follow the cooperation of Players and Modifiers in the Player’s Editor, when it plays:
Via tooltips at the outputs and inputs of the Modifier you can find out about the values of the
last control messages, when you pass over it with the mouse. The tooltip for "> Control ", the
RTC input of the Player tells you which controllers the Player is listening to and which
parameters they control, as well as a tooltip at the output "PA.Info>" tells you which ones it
sends. These features are rather useful when you are debugging complex Rooms.
Use Best Sample
If Lines runs a Track that plays audio, this Track uses the sounds (audio, not Midi) which you
played moments ago.
The audio data are available as samples in memory and Lines can play them note by note
exactly in the order you recorded them in a particular Phrase. But as that audio has been
memorized as single notes, Lines can also search for the most suitable note for this musical
context, instead of using the original note as you have played it. And sound more natural this
way.
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An example of the usefulness of this parameter:
For harmonic or other reasons, you need an upward transposition of 7 semitones - a fifth - and
set the "variation" Transpose to +7. In the setting "Use original sample" every note of the
Phrase will be transposed upward by the Player by 7 semitones, thus often creating a Mickey
Mouse effect. This effect is due to the fact that T² transposes formants together with the rest
of the audio. But in nature formants remain unchanged while pitches of an instrument or a
voice can of course vary. Formants are responsible for the timbre of a sound. Formant
(Mickey Mouse) effects frequently occur with transpositions of more than three semitones,
sometimes even with less than that.
You have perhaps already played a note that was 7 semitones higher and whose length and
volume also fits quite good to the current Phrase. This note does not have to be transposed up
by a fifth though, because it already had the desired pitch.
If Use Best Sample is selected, the Player can find and use that note, even though it was not
part of the currently played
Phrase. The effect: No Mickey Mouse anymore. This function
also searches for length compatible samples so when speed changes, the sample length does
not have to be corrected too heavily, which also sometimes can lead to an unnatural sound.
With “Use Original Sample if Possible” transposition will take place, as will possible
necessary changes in length and volume of the notes. On the other hand Lines keeps the
original context of the notes, so sometimes Phrases can sound more natural with this setting.
The best setting depends on the particular requirements of the current Room.
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Player Chords

You will often play monophonic melodies with T² which then get stacked into a polyphonic
texture by Lines, using multiple Tracks, possibly transposed and/or otherwise altered. If you
are a horn Player (like me) you will work like that a lot with Tango.
But sometimes you may not want a Track to exclusively play melodic lines. Player Chords
can wrap melodic material in chords.
The chords produced with this function rhythmically follow the melodic line this Track is
currently playing. You define a number of additional voices that T² adds to the original line.
The new voices can be above or below.
This happens in real-time. T² tests many different chords, if and how much they correspond to
your respective specifications. The choice then falls on the chord with the smallest "error".
Here you can determine (and control remotely via RTC, if required) certain features of the
chords generated in terms of dissonance, pitch range, intervals between the individual voices
and horizontal intervals between notes, whether contrary motion between bass and treble is
desired and whether pitch duplications are allowed in different octaves between voices. The
various requirements that you set for chord voices and complete chords often imply
contradictions. This is virtually inevitable. The priorities, according to which
Player Chords finds compromises between these "contradictory" demands, can also be
determined by you.
Moreover, it is also possible to separately decide on Midi or audio output for each chord voice
or define individual outputs.
Play a few short monophonic Phrases in BasisPlayer.room to make Lines begin to play.
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To activate the Chord system please click on the button Chords. Now you can see that below
the Player Algorithm Editor the white Track area has enlarged and new Tracks appeared.
They are the three chord Tracks you have added, marked with the letters B, C and D. For
Track "A" you will look in vain, because that is the original Player-Track, based on which the
chords are produced.
Finally, at the bottom there is the Chord Settings box.
Here general chord properties are defined that are not attributable to individual chord Tracks.
A clearer, but not editable Track display, you will see, as always, when you click on
Collapse Track. Via
Edit Track (the same button) and then Chord Settings you get back to the editor, which we
will use now.

Chord Settings
Here general chord properties are defined that are not attributable to individual chord Tracks.
From left to right:
Number of Voices
This parameter determines how many voices the chord consists of, including the original
Track (the Track on the white background).
Main Track Position in Chord determines whether, for example, in four-part chords the
original Track should be the soprano (1) alto (2), tenor (3) or bass (4).
Which degree of dissonance should the chords have? Here, a range with minimum and
maximum values or a fixed target value can be defined. For a fixed value the
"Locked" button can be set. The values of this parameter range from 0 (almost only octaves,
unison, fifths and fourths - little dissonance) to 127. With 127 you find only chords with
strong dissonances like major sevenths and minor seconds.
With a value of 15 the first thirds appear, still with many unison notes, at 25 you only hear
triads, perhaps with the first occasional tritone in it.
Up to 40 the triads get richer, unison notes and octave doublings disappear quickly. At 50 the
first major seconds, ninths and minor sevenths come in and at 70 you can hear some minor
seconds and major sevenths. Above 70 fewer consonant intervals like fifths and thirds are
played. Here more and more minor seconds / ninths and major sevenths start to dominate the
chords.
Prefer...
... Contrary Motion of Outer Voices
For centuries, it is considered particularly elegant and well sounding, if the top and the bottom
part of a harmonic progression move independently, possibly even in opposite directions. This
contrary movement can be selected here.
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Of course, you can also select the opposite, that is, the parallel movement of the outer parts,
which frequently is found in jazz or pop music.
... Rich Chords
In the dissonance range below 50, where it is often about triads, sometimes the question arises
whether a chord that contains only the root and third, but not the fifth is more suitable for the
required dissonance and other needs than a complete triad. In this case already existing notes
in the same or different octaves would be doubled, so that the chord contains as many notes as
indicated in the parameter “Number of Voices”.
If this preference is set however, the Player is more likely to go for the richer sound in which
fewer notes are doubled.
Allow...
...Parallel Motion of Entire Chords
The rules by which chords are generated sometimes result in situations in which the best
solution for T² seems to be the parallel transposition of complete chords. This obviously leads
to a simultaneous parallel movement of all voices, sometimes very attractive, sometimes not.
You decide.
...Horizontal Pitch Repetitions
Especially middle voices (alto and tenor), sometimes get as the next note a repetition of the
last pitch. Thus, the progression matches best with your specifications but on the other hand,
the lyricism and autonomy of the concerned chord voice may be suffering. You can allow or
disallow these repeated notes here.

Priorities
A key parameter of the chord module:
Please imagine the following situation: The bass has just played a low Eb - for the specified
pitch range in the bass Track (called Track "D") this corresponds to the lowest allowable note
(Midi pitch 39). The top voice, which is the original voice played by the Track is just in an
upward motion, let’s say it has a treble C and its next note would be D. You have opted for
counter-movement in the Chord Settings and as the upper voice indeed is the original voice
and cannot be influenced, the bass would have to go down to provide contrary motion.
This contradiction demands a decision, a compromise: either the bass leaves the allowable
pitch range (plays a lower note than Eb 39) or the preference for contrary motion is violated.
Such compromises and decisions are possible with the priority-faders. Set the right fader
("Range") all the way up so the range preference ("bass pitches not below 39") will be
complied with. If the fader for contrary Motion is pulled up, the range fader will return to the
middle, because in a compromise both parties never can take their positions to 100%. The
counter-movement will take place, but the bass violates its given pitch range.
Discrepancies like this are inevitable. Here you can determine which parameters get the upper
hand and which are to be treated more flexibly. With the help of the RTC system, you can
also change priorities in certain musical contexts without having to use the mouse.
1 by 1 Mute enables you to gradually thin out chords voice by voice. 0% means that all chord
voices are played and 100% means silence. In what order voices are muted is determined in
the selection box below: Inner> Bass> Top means (for four-part chords) that first the two
middle voices, then the bass and finally at 100% the top voice is muted.
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Chord Tracks
Consider now the upper Chord Track (B):
Here, from left to right, you can make the following settings (or configure their real-time
control with RTC)

Horizontal Interval Between Consecutive Notes
determines how big the pitch interval between two consecutive notes in
THIS chord voice may be (minimum/maximum). This is a
voice leading rule with which you can prevent, for example, a voice to make jumps bigger
than major seconds (more than 2 semitones up or down) from note to note. In this
example, major seconds up (+2) and down (-2), minor seconds (+ / -1) and repeated notes (0)
are allowed.
Pitch Range
is defined for every voice separately. The representation is in Midi-numbering, middle C has a
pitch of 60.
The following parameters such as Volume, Transpose, etc. you know from the Track
Track Editor. Transpose here refers to this chord voice. Since the other chord voices are not
affected, changes here lead to changed situations within the chords, for example, in the
vertical intervals, the range and often in the dissonance. However, if you change the transpose
setting in the white main Track, the entire chord will be transposed. The aforementioned
chord properties then stay unchanged.
Vertical Interval Between Chord Voices
Between the chord Tracks, you will find the settings for intervals between voices.
Vertical here means that this is about pitch distances between simultaneously sounding notes
of different chord voices (these intervals are called vertical, because in western notation
simultaneously sounding notes appear one below the other in a vertical column).
For example, if the lowest voice, the "bass" plays a low C (Midi-pitch number 48) and you set
5 as the smallest and largest distance between voices - a forth - the next voice of the chord,
the "tenor" should have pitch 48 + 5 which is F (Midi: 53).
But maybe this F does not fit for harmonic or other reasons here. In this case, T² searches for
a nearby pitch that meets the harmonic and other requirements better. For more on the
prioritized search for "compromises" between conflicting requirements, refer to the preceding
section on Chord Settings.
If you like to try out "Chords" with real-time material played live from your keyboard, simply
call an In- and an Out-module and put "Midi Chords "from the Modules menu in between.
Try out LiveChords.room.
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Midi Chords

If you like to try out "Chords" with real-time material played live from your keyboard, simply
call an In- and an Out-module and put "Midi Chords "from the Modules menu in between.
The editor has a somewhat outdated user interface, but controls the same parameters. Now
you can surround your live melodies with chords and play around with the chord parameters.
The module “Midi Chords” only works with Midi signals.
Try out LiveChords.room.
Note that “Chords” here has no implications in terms of “harmony”. Harmonic knowledge
will be integrated by the module “Harmony” See the chapter “Harmony” for this.
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Modifier
The Modifier serves to change particular note- or control- parameters such as pitch, note
length and interval of an audio or Midi signal.
It can be located between an In- and an Out module to work in real time with Midi signals, or
to modify signals coming from or
going to any other module.
As it is convenient to test the
functionality of the Modifier with the
real time connection, I suggest
configuring the Room like this:
Save the Room as
ModifierThru.room.
If you would like to modify an audio signal, you have to set up the Modifier so that the audio
signal comes from a Player and not from Audio-In. So ModifierThru.room works only with
Midi, not with audio.
When using a Player instead, which can send Midi or audio signals, you can change between
audio and Midi signals with the same Modifier settings. Audio, again, does not work with
real-time signals as they come "live" via Audio In and have not been analyzed and processed
by the Listener.
To connect a Modifier for audio operation, start from the well-known BasisPlayer.room and
open a Modifier in the modules menu. Now replace the connection from Midi-Nt of the
Player to "Signal" input of the Audio/Midi Out module by one that goes from the Player’s
audio output to the Signal input of the Modifier and from the Modifier’s audio output to
Signal of the Audio/Midi Out-module.
Cancel connections by redrawing them with the Ctrl key pressed.
Of course, you can also leave the appropriate Midi connections as they were.
Save as BasisPlayerModifier.room, which could look something like this image.

This Room can also modify note lengths.
In contrast, this does not apply to "ModifierThru.room". Because of the real-time ("through")
situation, the notes are not yet known to the end, when they are to be changed by the
Modifier.
Often you will use multiple Modifiers in a Room, each responsible for different, sometimes
very small tasks.
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You can change not only notes but also streams of controllers. In the Midi-language these
messages look like notes, only that they carry the status of Control Change (176) instead of
the note status (144).
Where the pitch is encoded in the note messages, controllers have their controller number
(e.g. a modulation wheel is represented by controller 1, a sustain pedal is a controller 64 etc.)
and instead of the note’s volume (in Midi-Lingo called Velocity) the controller value is
transmitted. The „value” (0 ...127) actually carries the information of a control message. For
this reason, "Velocity/Control Value" is mentioned at the appropriate places in the editors.
The concept of the Modifier is based on Werner Kracht’s "Logical Edit" (as found in Cubase),
but in its possibilities it goes beyond that.
As elsewhere in the program, open the editor of the Modifier by clicking on
EDIT in the Modifier in the Room view.

The editor is split into a left and a right side:
On the left, you have the option to define the conditions under which the right side will
make changes in the note parameters. If no conditions are formed (that is, if
“IGNORE” is set beside all condition parameters), the right side will always
automatically function according to the parameters defined there, unless the Modifier is
inactive or muted (silenced). If more conditions than one are set, they must all be
fulfilled (programmers call that the “logical AND”).
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And now for the parameters on the left side, the…

Modifier Conditions
Define the kind of conditions you want with the dialogue box that now shows “Ignore.”
The limits will be defined to the right of this.
For example, you can specify: “Only get active when the pitch of the note in question is
between Midi note 60 and 72, or middle C and the C above that. Then make the note
extremely loud.” To this end you will want to choose “inside” instead of “ignore” in the line
next to “Pitch/Contr. Number” and define the limits of this pitch area in the number fields that
appear to the right. These values include the two limiting values (60, 72) for both “inside”,
that is to say, the conditions that apply in the above example are also fulfilled when the value
is 60 or 72. To make the notes very loud once the conditions are met, you need to search for
the line “Velocity/ Contr. Value” in the Modify area to the right, choose “set” instead of
“keep” here, and enter 127 as the value. The editor would then look like this:

Parameters that can form conditions are
Status: what kind of message are we looking for? Possible are Midi- and audio-notes, control
changes, pitch bend etc.
Channel means the Midi channel.
Velocity always stands for volume level in the program. Its value can lie between 1 and 127.
I have already described above that the control value of control changes can also be meant
here, if these are handled by the Modifier instead of notes. In Midi messages that describe
control changes, this value is located at the same position as the velocity of Midi notes.
Vel-Interval means that the difference between the velocity of the last note and the current
one must be past (or be inside) such-and-such a boundary (e.g. highest or lowest value) or the
Modifier will not work.
Interval is also about differences, but with respect to the pitch of two consecutive notes.
In the condition area, the interval-directions are taken into account. So if you want to have the
Modifier search for descending major thirds, you must enter "- 4" (and not just "4").
Length
Note length in milliseconds. As I said, this is not for real time operation, but only for notes
that come from the Player.
Time since last Note: Notes that are not preceded by another note for a longer period of time
often have a greater importance. With this function, you can refer to these notes separately.
Quantized to...
When a Metronome connected to the control input of the Modifier defines a tempo, you can
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configure how near in time a note must be situated to a quarter-, eighth- or sixteenth-note of
the given tempo for the Modifier to change it. On the far left you will define a quantization
grid, then the conditions, and finally the value. “Value” here means that 127 is (time-wise) an
“exact hit” on the grid, and 0 represents a note exactly halfway between two defined points on
the grid.
So the proximity of a note to a quantization point is converted into a value – which in turn is
evaluated by the set condition.
Random Number:
With every note, a value between 0 and 127 will be chosen at random, and when the resulting
value satisfies a defined condition, the right side moves into action. You can specify the
statistical frequency of a modification without knowing exactly when it will occur.

RTC for Conditions
To the right of the filter parameters you find the well known struck-through "R"s. Here you
can configure real-time control functions.
It works exactly like in the Player (refer to the RTC section in the Player
Chapter), only that here you are dealing with conditions that can change dynamically via
RTC.
It is possible, for example, to set up a function that ensures if you play rather a lot, the chance
increases that notes are muted by the Modifier so that T² in turn plays less under these
circumstances.
For this you would use the Listener parameter "Note Activity", which measures the amount of
your playing, and connect it with the Modifier’s Control In (green connection) in the
Room view. In the editor of the Modifier, next to "Rand. Number„ choose "smaller" and then
click the R button. Finally, in the top right corner of (Status / Mute) you select "set" and on
the right next to that "Mute".
Now, for every note that reaches the Modifier a number between 0 and 127 is chosen
randomly. If that value is smaller than the condition value (which in turn is controlled by the
Listener) this note will be muted. Since the chance that the random number is below the
threshold rises with increasing activity of yours, more notes will be muted the more you play.
You can watch RTC control the limit value in the Modifier’s Editor.
The Listener’s operation will be explained later, this paragraph is simply meant to be a
glimpse at the possibilities of RTC.
If the mouse hovers over an R button, you can see the RTC parameters (Midi channel and
controller number) as a tooltip.
To find out which messages have passed an input or output of modules, simply move the
mouse over the in-/output to see the tooltip.
So much for the “Conditions” side of the Modifier Editor.
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Below the conditions there are two more general parameters, which are logically outside
the framework of conditions and modifications, and therefore apply for the whole
editor:
Last Incoming Control 6 Value
Sometimes it is useful to cache a value in the Modifier. For this purpose, the last value of
control 6 - messages that reached the Modifier appears in the box to the right.
The Midi channel is irrelevant.
The Modifier uses this function to replace certain parameters of messages, such as the pitch or
velocity of notes with the value stored here before passing it to the next module.
See the section on "Use Instead“ below for this modification method.
The controller with the number 6 has a special function with the Modifiers:
If you are somewhat familiar with the system and its capabilities, you will probably start to
implement more complex control mechanisms with many Modifiers. The biggest Room I play
with has over 250 Modifiers wired up. Such a system can easily become
confusing, and that's where it helps that the value of a Control 6 message is
displayed on the Modifier symbol in Tango’s main window. It does not
matter whether the value reaches the Modifier via the signal or the control
input. This makes it easier to create and debug complex Rooms. This
function only works for Control 6 messages. Here a Control 6 with the value
50 has just arrived. The same value is also displayed in the editor next to
“Last incoming Control 6 Value”.

Interval Reset at Rests > (ms)
(or when discreetly possible)
This parameter defines that notes which follow a pause longer than the given value (in
milliseconds), won’t be heard by the Modifier in context with the preceding note (and
therefore don’t form an interval).
With a setting of 500 milliseconds, an interval between two notes would be changed only if
they are separated from each other by less than a half second. But if the rest between two
notes is longer, the interval remains unchanged or (if set as a condition) will not be taken into
account. Often you may want an interval adjustment between two notes only when they have
a close relationship to each other within a certain amount of time, e.g. not at the beginning of
a new Phrase or between unconnected notes.
This parameter is valid for all interval settings of this Modifier (pitch and velocity) - on the
filter and the modify side.
... (or when discreetly possible): Since certain interval combinations sometimes produce
very high or low notes, there is a mechanism which resets intervals at inconspicuous spots
regardless of the "Interval Reset at Rest" setting.
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On to the right half of the Modifier editing page:

Modify/Transform
Look for “Pitch/Contr. Number...” on the right side and on that line, click on the arrow next to
“Keep,” in order to get an overview of the functionality.
The Options box offers various…

Modification Procedures
with which these parameters can be changed. The numerical values to be edited, Tables or
other settings appear only after a modification method was selected.
When you select “Set”, you’ll find to the side a numeral input field in which you can enter a
value to which the parameter will be changed.
Easy mathematical operations follow and with multiplication and division, floating point
numerals can also be entered.
More advanced mathematical real-time operations with controller values can be done in the
Calculator, which is discussed at the end of the Modifier chapter.
Since minus operations are possible, these can lead to negative controller values. This is
no problem between modules of T², although negatives do not correspond to the Midi
standard.
Before sending them to the outside world via the Out module, don’t forget to convert
them back to positive values.
Sometimes this is necessary if, for example, a controller value oscillates around 64 and you
want to reduce deviation from this value by half. For this you first subtract 64 to make the
value oscillate around 0, then use another Modifier to divide the value by 2, and finally add 64
in a third Modifier - done. Much easier would be to solve this task with the new Calculator by
simply entering the expression "((A-64)/2)+64". More about this at the end of this chapter.
In “Random Set”, T² randomly chooses the value from a value range defined by you, while
“Random Offset” randomly changes a value within the given boundaries.
“Reverse” inverts values around a center value chosen by you. The incoming value of 56
will result in 64 with a “Center” of 60 (60+4 instead of 60-4), and for input 70, the result with
the same “Center” would be 50.
“Table-Transformation”: Here you have the possibility to define a Table, if the desired
conversions cannot be specified with a simple math operation. User-defined values can be
assigned to given input values between 0 and 127, which then replace the original value and
emerge as the output of the Modifier. If necessary, you can also put the arbitrary values to the
left side of the Table. The button “Switch Mode Conversion” in the Table Editor enables
therefore the output of negative and values outside the range of 0 to 127.
“Use Instead” allows you to select another parameter of a note through which the parameter
in this line will be replaced. For example, you could replace the pitch of a note (from 0 to
127) with its volume (velocity, the same value range). This would mean that the louder a note
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is before the Modifier, the higher it will be at its output. This function can also use the cached
“Last Incoming Control 6 Value”.
“To Control Out” sends the note unchanged to the Modifier’s output and simultaneously
sends a control message (Control-Nr. 6), which contains the value of this parameter, on the
same Midi channel.

The Individual Modifiable Parameters:
Please note that the order in which the parameters are listed in this Editor does not
always correspond to the order in which they are processed. Therefore, if in doubt, use
several Modifiers if you want to make several changes to messages.
Status/Mute offers the possibility of transforming Midi- and audio-data into another kind of
data or deleting it through Set->Mute (e.g. with defined conditions). However, a prerequisite
for converting midi to audio notes is that Tango listens to you via a microphone - not via
Midi, because otherwise there is no audio data in the system.
Channel, pitch and velocity are the main parameters for notes. Because the Modifier can
change other Midi messages as well, pitch and velocity are also labeled as “Cont. Number”
and “Cont. Value” respectively.
Interval and Velocity Interval compare the pitch/volume of the last note with the value of
the current note, if both are situated in a sufficiently close proximity in time. The definition
of “sufficiently close proximity in time” is set in “Interval Reset at Rest” in the lower left of
the editor.
Interval modifications respect the direction of the original interval. "Set 3 "thus results in a
pitch a minor third upwards when at the input of the Modifier the interval was also upwardly
directed and vice versa.
Length and Delay lengthen/shorten or delay notes, while…
Soft-Quantize pull the notes onto a selectable quantization grid.
This is only possible if a Metronome is connected with the Modifier via a black connection
(Sync out to Control in) and relays the tempo information to it.
“Set” 64 for example, would mean that every note will be placed exactly in the middle
between its original time-related arrival and the next quantization step. “Set” 0 means it stays
where it was (no quantize) and “Set” 127 signifies that it will be placed exactly on the
quantization point.
The next quantization point is defined as the time at which the next note of the left-specified
value will occur (in the tempo given by the metronome). 8 means eighth notes here, bar is the
“one” of the next bar, “Tr” is for triplets and the points refer to dotted note values.
The initial Legato-situation of the notes is reconstructed after quantization. This way
unwanted Staccatos or overlapping notes will not occur.
This is how a soft and (with the help of the remote control) even variable quantization works.
You can produce “streams of notes” that behave like swarms of fish, moving in a coordinated
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fashion, yet not all rigidly jumping together to affix themselves to the same point at the same
time.
Try SoftQuantize.room with the modulation wheel (“Info” is available there).
The fact that the quantization grid can also be remotely controlled by RTC, allows you to bind
it to the density of Tango's output, as an example. You simply let a Listener listen to Tango
and output the density of Tango's playing as a controller. This way, Tango can quantize to
quarters with little output, and to eighths or sixteenths if it plays more notes.
The parameters that begin with
Scaled... first convert the incoming values using a Table into a scaled standard parameter,
perform the given operation, and finally use the same Table to convert the value back again to
the original measure of the respective parameter. Confused? Here’s an example:
Scaled Length translates millisecond values to a scale from 1 to 127. In this case it is
logarithmic. The middle (scaled) value, 64, is equivalent to 1000 milliseconds; 96 stands for
2000 milliseconds, 112 stands for 3000 milliseconds and 127, the highest possible standard
parameter value, is dedicated for note lengths from 10,000 milliseconds (10 seconds) and
more. The values of this conversion are chosen to form a curve.
On the left of the word "KEEP" you can view and edit the Table.
In this case a logarithmic curve helps a lot:
If I want to prolong each note by a quarter of a second (add 250 ms. to the length), the
difference will be very noticeable at short notes (100 ms. becomes 350 ms.), but almost
imperceptible at notes of e.g. 2 seconds in length; numerically the same number of
milliseconds has been added (from 2000 to 2250 ms.).
When I use the scaled parameters, I might initially define “lengthen every note by 20” without
knowing what “20” is. But I know that 20 is about a sixth of the entire range of the standard
parameter (0…127), so I can make a closer guesstimate of the change I would like.
Now the actual length of the note will be converted into the standard parameter; in the case of
a 100 millisecond-long note, the standard parameter’s value would be 9. I add 20 to that and
get 29. The millisecond value belonging to 29 is 365 and with that, the result is very similar
to that yielded when (as above), I just add 250 milliseconds.
Now I add 20 to a note which is 2000 milliseconds long:
2000 milliseconds, according to the Table, is equivalent to a value of 96. 96+20=116, and
116 is equivalent to 3465 milliseconds – a “felt” difference which appears to be more like the
perceived difference between 100 milliseconds and 350 milliseconds but which actually adds
1500 to the note length, from 2 seconds to nearly 3.5 seconds. In this case, a multiplication
with 1.75 would have done the job for the long note, but for the short one we would have
needed a different factor.
Thus “Scaled” parameters and their Tables also have the task, among others, of converting
numerical values in such a way that they correspond to our perceptions. With intervals, this is
of course totally different than with the length of notes, rests or pitch; for this reason there are
various different Tables, which can, of course, be edited. Edited Tables are saved and opened
automatically when you save a Room.
Note Detune: The Midi and audio notes can be tuned here. A value of +64 means a tuning up
to the next-highest half step (for example G# instead of G). I have chosen +/-64 as the range
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(against the traditional cents standard), because this range is functionally equivalent to the
Midi pitch bend. The Modifier changes both Midi and audio pitches, so that also single notes
from Midi tone generators can be detuned in a flexible way. Important for the scaling of the
detuning of Midi sounds is simply that the value for the pitch bend range in the connected
tone generator and that in "Extras menu> Global Audio Settings " match.
Audio Pitch Range: Every audio note, unlike synthesizer or piano notes, runs a one-time, i.e.
unrepeatable course in regards to volume and pitch. T² can detect these tiny abnormalities
down to a resolution of 1/100 of a second. With this data, which the Modifier gets with every
audio note, it is in the position to balance out, stress or even invert the smallest pitch
discrepancies. The percentage refers to the actual pitch discrepancy of the note as you played
it: 100% means “no change compared to the original note,” –100% means a reverse
discrepancy, 50% means half, and with 0%, you get notes without a pitch gradient, somewhat
as if you were playing the piano.
0% here has the same effect as 100 % of Auto Tune in the Player. For "exaggerations"
Modifier values up to 1000% are available ;-)
This function also depends on the globally adjusted pitch bend range
(Extras menu> Global Audio Settings) and it works with Midi as well as with audio notes.
Legato % determines how much silence should be between two consecutive Player notes. A
value of 1 makes each note as short as possible, 100% represents the legato as heard by the
Listener and the highest value of 200 makes each note long enough to reach the next note
exactly, thus ensuring the closest possible legato.
Collect Chords creates chords from subsequent Player notes according to the following rules:
A time window and a maximum number of chord notes are defined. During the time window,
notes coming in from the Player are not played immediately, but are collected until either the
maximum number of chord notes or the end of the time window is reached.
Now the collected notes are played simultaneously, i.e. as a chord, and a new time window
begins for the following notes.
In this way, Tango can also create chords from monophonic material that are not related to a
specific tempo (i.e. without quantization) and use the intervals of the input melody for that.
What I find attractive here is the temporal irregularity, which can be controlled indirectly by
the density of my input Phrases.
If you want to process audio and MIDI signals at the same time with Collect Chords, I
recommend using two different modifiers for this.
Active means as everywhere in the program that the module in question does something. If
you click on "Thru" instead, the modifier does nothing and therefore passes the input signal
unchanged to the main output (All Midi or Audio).
Please note that any defined routing (see section after next) is also considered a
"modification" and therefore does not take place in the "Thru" position.
Mute prevents any output of the module.
As soon as Mute is pressed here or in the Main Window, the Modifier-symbol there is colored
light gray, and all connected modules receiving their signals only through this module are
colored dark gray. This occurs as they are cut off from all signals due to their wiring in the
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Room by the mute process. This makes it easy to activate or deactivate entire chains of
Modifiers and the colour coding makes their respective status clearly visible.
The Active button, like the Mute button, also exists on the Modifier's symbol on Tango’s
main page and therefore reflects the same settings as in the editor.
Routing
Here you have the possibility to configure branches in more complex Modifier setups. You
have three options:
- „0“: The signal is routed to the main output (visible on the module symbol on
Tango’s main page). Depending on whether it is a Midi or an audio signal, it
appears at the “All Midi” or the “Audio” output of the Modifier.
- „1“: The routing is linked to the conditions you have defined on the left side of the
editor. If at least one condition is not met, the note is routed to the module's “Aux”
output, and otherwise to All Midi/Audio. The Aux output works as a combined
output for Midi and audio notes.
- "2": The signal is always sent to the Aux output.
Since this function can be remote controlled like almost all other modifications, you can
control or cut off whole chains of modifiers depending on any program state, as you would do
normally do in programming code with an "if" statement. The assignment in the table is made
using the key figures 0, 1 or 2, because tables can only process numbers.

Calculator
In the last few years, the following problem has repeatedly occurred during my concert
preparations with Tango: For a certain control process in a Room I want to use more than just
one Listener parameter.
An example:
I want to use the density and volume of my playing to control the speed at which Tango plays
my Phrases. To do this, I need to link the two Listener parameters "Note Activity in Melodic
Input" (1160) and "Average Velocity in Melodic Input" (1130).
With the simple arithmetic functions (plus, minus, multiply, divide) available in the Modifier,
quite a lot of Modifiers and some configuration tricks I was able to somehow calculate the
arithmetic mean - ((Activity+Velocity)/2) – which is required here. For this I needed at least 5
Modifiers, which had to be wired up with the help of grotesquely misused control and signal
connections.
This time is over now :
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With the calculator it is possible to calculate formulas, which you enter in the field
"Expression", in real time from several input sources.
Proceed as follows:
First activate the Calculator in the Modifier by entering the desired expression in the
"Expression" field.
This adds 8 new inputs to the Modifier in Tango’s Room view. They are identified by the
capital letters A-H. These letters appear as variables in your expression, but in this example
you only use A and B. The calculation is executed as soon as one of the variables involved
changes.

Besides the simple +, -, *, / and ^ (for powers) you can also use standard mathematical
functions of the C library (the syntax for this can be easily googled e.g. with "C++ log2" if
you are interested in logarithmic functions). All variable names are expected by Tango to be
written in capital letters from A to H.
I have summarized the input rules in a tooltip for the "Expression" field. You can see it when
you move the mouse over the field:
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Basic: +,-, *, /, ^ (the latter for powers);
Standard: abs, acos, asin, atan, atan2, cos, cosh, exp, log, log10, sin, sinh, sqrt, tan, tanh;
Miscellaneous: floor, round, min, max, sig, log2;
Constants: e, pi;
Expression format examples:
(A+B)/2 returns arithmetic mean;
min(A,B) returns lower value of the two variables;
Use capital letters for variables A...H and lowercase letters for mathematical functions;
Google (e.g.) 'C++ acos' for documentation on C mathematical functions.
Edit expression to see Calculator inputs A...H.

The controls of the Calculator (from left to right):
Inputs "A" to "H" use:
The input reaches the calculator as Midi notes or as Midi controllers.
Both formats have two values that can carry information: The first value is the pitch for notes
and the controller number for controllers. The second value contains the velocity (volume) for
notes and the “value” to be transmitted with the controller for controllers - in other words, the
actual useful signal for controllers. Since the status and the Midi channel of the messages are
ignored by the Calculator, you can decide here which of the two values, pitch/controller
number or velocity/controller value should be read. You can make these settings independent
for all 8 input variables here.
Input Value: Right behind it, the last arrived value is displayed.
Expression is the actual equation to be calculated. This also activates the Calculator in the
Modifier. Enter something here to see the additional inputs.
The Result of the last calculation follows. In the example (48+21)/2 results in 34.5.
Limiter: Here you can limit the result. There is no need to limit the values internally, but the
default value range of controllers for the outside world and many settings in Tango is 0...127.
Under Round Decimals, you can decide whether to round the result. A value of 34.499999
will be rounded down to 34, from 34.5 Tango will round up to 35.
The result is always output as a Control Change at the Modifier's "All Midi" output. It
appears there as Control “Value" (this is the value that follows the controller number in the
message) and here you can define the Midi channel and the controller number.
On the far right, the result appears again, now having taken rounding and limiting into
account.
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Since the expression you enter must be converted into program code in real time, Tango needs
a parser for this purpose. I use the ATMSP mathematics parser by Heinz von Saanen, which is
public domain under a GNU license. The parser is great, extremely dense code, to which I
take my hat off.
So much about the Calculator.

Here are some examples of Rooms with Modifiers. Behind the Rooms’ "INFO" buttons
you will find descriptions of the Rooms. They are located in the folder "Technical
Demos".
MidiOnlyFeedback.room
ContrToNotes.room
TempoFromPitch.room
DelayTriadControl.room
For example it is possible to arrange two Modifiers in a feedback loop to produce streams of
notes with them and then control them via Real-Time-Control in a very flexible way. An
example for that you can find in the Room MidiOnlyFeedback.room. Do not forget to use the
modulation wheel there. More details in the Room’s "INFO".

(MidiOnlyFeedback.room)
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Audio To Midi (A2M)
General information for dealing with audio signals in T²:
(Parts of this information can be found also in the "2 Interlude - The Player and Audio
Signals". Since they are equally important towards understanding in both places, I think this
redundancy can be forgiven.)
Audio signals and Midi signals are internally represented as single notes. Tango’s Audio To
Midi Converter (A2M) separates the individual notes from the audio stream, describes them
with a resolution of 10 milliseconds in terms of volume and pitch and finally stores them
separately in the Listener’s memory, along with their descriptions.
The audio detection is looking for usable pitches. If you sing and use text, you will mainly
hear the vowels in your singing, because only these contain recognizable pitches.
The Audio To Midi module can be called separately, but it is also integrated in the
Listener and therefore does normally not appear in the Room. A (blue) audio connection
from the audio output of the In-module to the Signal input of the Listener is sufficient.
Thus, both the following setups have the same functionality:

The stand alone-A2M can still be useful if you want to use it in- or outside the Listener
simply as a "Pitch To Midi" device. It has 3 outputs, where the audio, Midi notes and the
describing controller are put out separately. Via auxiliary programs such as LoopBe you can
connect T² with other Midi programs running on the same computer. If the controllers or the
audio signal are not needed, simply connect only the “Midi Nt” output.
Note that all output signals coming from A2M carry a delay of about one-third-second (see
below).
Audio To Midi works only with monophonic signals like horns, voice or single note piano.
This system enables the Player to use previously heard audio material for its musical
responses by reshaping it, combining notes to chords or having them changed by other
modules. So T² can not only use pre-produced synth or sampled sounds, but uses your own
sound to interact with you. Of course, the Player can also combine Midi and audio sounds.
Tango’s A2M as I said before, only processes monophonic material, so overlapping notes,
such as playing very legato on a piano or un-muted guitar strings as well as thick reverb or
delays can disturb the pitch tracking. Ideal are dry horn and vocal signals without text. Even
for the guitar, I would prefer a Midi solution.
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Listener feedback for audio input
Setting correct levels for audio material as high as possible without clipping improves pitch
tracking. You can check the audio output of the ”In”-module for that.
On the other hand, you should hear the output of Tango (i.e. what T² sends to your speakers)
as quietly as possible during concerts, so that you can still react to the program, but without
feedback artefacts via the speakers and microphone. Tango's music coming out of the
connected loudspeakers is in this case picked up by your microphone (in very poor quality)
and then the Listener tries to analyze it. The result may not be satisfactory and this situation
should definitely be avoided. To this end, Tango gives you a warning ("Listener Feedback?"
is displayed briefly across the entire monitor) if Listener Feedback is suspected. In essence,
extremely quiet and short notes will then make Tango suspicious. Then turn down the
speakers through which you listen to Tango's music.
Feedback loops can be a very interesting application of the program, but they should be
implemented within your Rooms and not via microphone and speakers.
Only the left of the two stereo channels gets analyzed.
Back to A2M:
The Outputs of the Audio To Midi Module (A2M)
A2M represents each audio note first with note-on and note-off Midi messages about its initial
volume (velocity) and pitch (pitch).
Later (after the note-on and before the note off) the volume is further described with
controller 2 (often called "Breath Control") and the changes in pitch with “pitch bend” (a
special controller, designed for this purpose).
The pitch and volume description happens at a resolution of 1/100 second and is stored in
context with the samples in the Listener’s memory.
These pitch and volume descriptions are put out by Audio To Midi via the
"MidiCtr" output.
"Midi-Nt" serves only for the note-on and note-off information and
"Delayed Audio" sends the analyzed audio signal with the same delay as the Midi data, so
that audio and Midi occur synchronously.
The Listener gets the audio events about 0.37 seconds after you have played them. This value
can be different on your system because of the potentially different audio latency of your
hardware, but most of the delay has to do with the operation of my Audio to Midi module,
therefore, it has technical reasons and cannot be switched off.
For the work with Tango this is early enough and it allows for good accuracy in tracking.
In A2M Output.room you can hear how the module works and experiment with it. For
explanations, as usual, go to the "INFO" button in the Room view.
Because they are valid for Tango’s entire audio system, the parameters for the Audio To Midi
function are globally stored in the
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Extras menu> Global Audio and Midi In Settings.
You can save your settings here. They are automatically loaded at startup.

Pitch Bend Range
The pitch bend range is preset to + / - 3 semitones by me. You can change that value.
All glissandi in the audio with a distance of no more than three semitones from the original
pitch will therefore be described correctly in this setting. If you want to control a Midi- tone
generator with these pitch bend data, you should have the same pitch bend range adjusted
there so that the result sounds like the audio original.
Greater settings (e.g.12) may represent larger glissandi, but at the cost of pitch accuracy.
Smaller settings of course, are more accurate but cover only smaller bends.
The reason for this the fact that Midi pitch bend can take 128 different values (0 to 127 with
a middle of 64) and only in the connected tone generator - or in Tango – one defines for how
many semitones (+/-) the extreme values of 0 or 127 stand. Plus/minus 3 semitones has
proven to be a good compromise.
Pitch Bend Limiter
The range from 0 to 127 can be exceeded inside T². Even with a small PB-range larger ranges
can be described. Pitch bend values may go up to 600 or become negative. The problem starts
when a tone generator outside of T² listens to this data (there is no pitch bend higher than 127
outside Tango), but also if you want to work with features like Auto Tune in the Player or
"Audio Pitch Range %" in the Modifier. This can lead to sometimes dramatic-sounding
problems in the audio output of T².
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Normalize Volume Controller to...
This is about the relationship between the velocity, i.e., the "built-in" volume of a note and the
level of controller values that describe this volume, while a note is sounding. Very few audio
notes reach their highest volume immediately at their beginning. It usually takes a few
milliseconds, often more than 100, until the volume of a note unfolds completely e.g. with
horns, voice and strings. Now the volume is sent with Midi notes at the outset as "velocity", at
a time where it is not really known yet. The same also applies to the note pitch.
This is one of the reasons for the delay which is used by Tango’s Audio To Midi:
T² waits for some time before a volume settled. Then, the highest volume value (up to this
point) is used to determine the velocity of the Midi note.
Let’s say that this highest value was 60 (the range for velocity is, as elsewhere in the
Midi language 0 to 127). A synthesizer would therefore play the note with velocity 60, just
under half of the maximum velocity of 127. Now, during the first 20 or so milliseconds
follows the volume description via controller 2 (called “breath control”), which also reaches a
maximum of 60.
The controller cannot amplify a note. 127 just means “No attenuation”. So, if it had gone up
to 127 instead, the semi-loud Midi note at its loudest spot would have been played with its full
"half" volume. Perfect!
In this case, however, it is further reduced in volume to about half (60 of 60), so that less than
a quarter of the maximum volume, that is 30 (of 127) remains.
So, since the volume description should not be switched off (Crescendo, volume vibrato, etc.
cannot be represented otherwise), with this setting the value gets scaled. 96 has proven to be a
good value in order to keep a little headroom after the attack of a note for any subsequent
volume changes. At the loudest part of the note there would be ¾ of 60 left, so the
volume/velocity would still be 45.
Initial Volume Controller is Zero
As stated before, a velocity is associated with each Midi note message. If the volume of Midi
notes is to be controlled exclusively by the breath controller (2) the velocity sensitivity in the
connected synthesizer / sampler must be set to zero. Then, each note is played as if it had the
maximum volume. On the other hand, their volume can be attenuated by the describing
controller. There are two possibilities for the beginning of notes:
 The preset volume at start of each note is zero, so that a moment before the beginning
of the note a controller with the value "zero" is sent to the tone generator. Then, the
synth sound’s attack phase, which is often carefully programmed, may remain
inaudible. Side effect: The timing of the note tends to become late, depending on the
material.
The volume only goes up a fraction of a second later.
 The first describing (non-zero) volume-message that normally follows the actual noteon message is anticipated up until right before that message. Then the original attack
phase of the note can be heard. This option makes the sound harder, often more vivid
and improves the perceived timing of the notes.
On the other hand, the sound result does not exactly reflect the conditions T² has found
in the original audio.
Audio Gate
If a microphone is connected, T² records everything.
But maybe, not everything that is audible is intended as input for the program. For example,
monitor signals in a concert with Tango spill into the microphone. These are misunderstood as
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notes to be analyzed and thus end up in the Listener – where the Player regards them as input
it can use.
To prevent these “strange feedback loops”, this gate is useful to define a threshold. Below this
level audio signals are ignored and not stored in memory.
Basic Pitch
This tunes the A2M module to a reference pitch. Standard is A=440 hz, but in Germany
people usually play with 442 or even higher. A2M works better if the reference pitch is set
exactly.
Delays
For example, when a Yamaha Disklavier is used, it operates with an adjustable fixed delay, as
it acoustically produces the piano tones triggered by midi signals using a normal piano action.
This process takes time, so samples played by Tango's audio system would no longer be in
sync with piano notes. Here this deviation can be compensated.
Restore Default Settings restores the settings of the audio area (on the right), that seemed to
work best during my testing.
If you have a different setup, you can save everything with
Save Settings. It is automatically loaded at startup, independent of the selected Room, and it
is valid for all A2M modules and Listeners.
In A2M-Output.room you can hear how the module works. As always, you can find
explanations by clicking the "INFO" button at the top of the Room view.
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Metronome
As is conventional in music, a Metronome is responsible for the definitions of tempo and
meter. All parts of the program which have to know exactly when the next “One” is going to
come, how many quarter notes per minute are being played, or whether a measure has eight or
only seven eighth notes (and also whether that is true about the following measures), get this
information over the black connection from the Metronome. If you want to use the Modifier
to quantize notes or to synchronize other parts of T², you need a Metronome.
You can use several Metronomes so that T² plays in various tempos at once. When a
Metronome is running, it knows the time of the next “One”, the time at which the next eighth
note is due, or the time at which the next 32nd-note triplet will come (always in relation to the
currently set tempo).
In the Room view it offers the control elements you would expect:
Start (“>”) begins at bar 1, beat 1, while
Cont. (Continue) continues to count from whatever spot the Metronome was interrupted
before.
Above, you can find out the current measure and quarter or eighth.

In the area below you can find tempo (bpm.) and meter as well as four buttons. Because all of
them with the exception of “Edit” appear again in the editor page, go directly there now by
clicking on this button:
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The Metronome Editor
To the upper left are the actual Metronome functions:
Swing: As with normal sequencers, the moment of the offbeat (eighths between the quarters)
can be delayed.
Rate: A value of 100 shifts it already very close to the next quarter note. “0” signifies “No
Swing”

The Click can be turned on and off. Audio- as well as Midi- click are available. Midi-click is
a Midi controller 1 with the value 127 on “One” of each bar and the value 64 for all other
beats on Midi channel 1.
Mark 1: If turned off, “Ones” do not sound different than other clicks.
Mastertrack, as with other music programs, this turns a pre-programmed sequence of tempi
and meter on or off. To the right of that you will find the
Editor of the Mastertrack, where you can edit tempos and/or meters for a particular position
(measure number) of a Mastertrack. Before you can edit you first have to generate a
New Entry. Mastertracks are separately saved in the Mastertracks folder, but when a Room
is saved, the edited Mastertrack is always saved and brought up again with the Metronome.
This causes the Metronome to always appear as it did at the moment when the Room was
saved – just as with Tables.
Loop gives you the possibility of defining a loop in which a Mastertrack runs. If you need a
pattern for example, that is made up of seven 4/4 measures and a following 3/4 measure, you
would define a loop of 8 measures and generate an entry that sets measure 8 to 3/4. Or just
open the Mastertrack “LoopExample.mtr” with
Open M. Track.
The Mastertrack only works when the “Mastertrack” button is pressed.
Below you can find almost all the parameters of the Metronome again, with the ability to be
controlled remotely if you activate the Remote function here and connect a green wire in the
Room view with the control input. Be sure to pay attention to the Midi channel and control
number.
Connections that control the Metronome by RTC are green. Synchronization
connections originating from the Metronome or ending in the Metronome ( synchronize
it) are black.
The Tables are modifiable, as always. For Start/Stop, the table displays “1” (for “On”) for the
values over 63; otherwise it displays “0” (for “Off”).
If you play a tempo that a Listener hears and identifies, the Metronome can start and stop after
it has taken over the tempo and/or the meter from you. It too needs a connection for this
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purpose (in this case, black) from the Listener’s Metronome output to the Control input of the
Metronome.
You can try out the collaboration of Metronome and Listener in
ListenerMetronomLoop.room. More on that in the chapter about the Listener.
SoftQuantize.room shows how Modifier and Metronome work together.
The GUI of the RTC System in the Metronome is old and a bit outdated. However, it works
like in the other modules.
The Metronome can be synchronized from the outside world via Midi Clock. Just
connect an Audio/Midi In module to the Metronomes control input. For this the
Audio/Midi In must hear a Midi Clock from another program outside Tango.
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Harmony

The Basic Function
The module’s purpose is to bend music, which is played by the Player without harmonic
“objectives” so that the result will sound harmonically organized. In addition to the Player,
Harmony’s input can also come in real time from Midi In. The signal reaches Harmony on the
left at the input of a Harmony-track and leaves it corrected at its output on the right.
At any time there is a list of possible next pitches due to the current harmonic situation. From
this list, a pitch for the next note on that track is selected according to certain criteria. Several
tracks can be configured with different harmonizing rules.
In this process, the interval (third, fifth, etc.) and its direction (up or down) between the
previously played and the current note can be preserved or, if necessary, altered as little as
possible. Melodic material and chords can be processed differently. Tracks can also select
from possible pitches in terms of their different "Harmonic Relevance". Here, it is possible to
hear only chordal roots and fifths from a bass track, except if the notes are very quiet, very
short or far away from the "one" of the bar. An unusual example, I admit.
Ten examples Rooms can be found in the folder “HarmonyDemos” in
“SuitesRoomsAndTracks”.
There are two basic modes in which Harmony finds the "possible next pitches":

Floating Tonality
There is no "Current Chord" here, i.e. no currently valid chord name such as "G7" or "Cm".
Instead, Harmony looks for the currently sounding pitches and creates a list of pitches that
would be consonant with these. Unison, octaves, fifths (for diminished fifths please read the
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section on "Tritones in Float Tonality" below), fourths, major and minor thirds and sixths and
their extensions into the next octave such as tenths are considered consonant. All the others
are dissonant.
The name „Floating Tonality“ comes from the fact that in this mode the tonality of the music
constantly changes (floats), due to the constant change of current sounding pitches. This effect
is particularly evident when not all input notes begin and end at the same time (i.e. in
polyphonic music).
Additionally, it is possible to use a musical voice (e.g. the live signal, as it comes from you
via Midi In) as a Cantus Firmus which, although considered in the evaluation of currently
sounding pitches, will not be corrected. Thus, tonality keeps floating, but only around the
immovable fixed point of the notes played in real time by the user. The Cantus Firmus voice
can also be the voice played by the Player that is most important to you.

Defined Tonality
Here a "Current Chord" is defined in every moment using the corresponding scale to
determine the possible next pitches.
There are three possible sources for the definition of a "Current Chord":


Leadsheet: Chord symbols are assigned to the individual bars of a harmonic form.
After pressing "Start", this chord sequence runs in a loop and sets a new "Current
Chord" for each bar, which finally is used by the tracks to correct the input signal. In
the input dialog "Select / Edit Chords" you can configure and save your own
assignments of chord symbols, chords and scales. You can also work with several
Leadsheets, e.g. if you like to vary the complexity of chords and scales used during an
improvisation.



The Listener constantly makes a harmonic analysis of your playing, both in terms of
melody and chords. It can control Harmony with this information. Thus you can
determine with your own harmony how T² harmonizes its answers to your playing.



The Variation-function of Harmony can vary a "Current Chord" coming from the
Leadsheet or Listener according to your wishes and thus constantly "invent" chords
and chord progressions. With the control bars in the Variation area you determine the
likelihood with which a specific kind of Variation is used at the next chord change.
This Variation is also available as a ”chord type” for single Leadsheet- bars.
The Leadsheet’s Variation is triggered by just entering "Variation" instead of a chord
symbol for a particular bar. In the Leadsheet the preceding defined bar is varied,
whilst in the case of Listener control, the chord the Listener previously heard in your
playing, will be varied. Variation differentiates between major, minor and dominant
situations and behaves accordingly. The Variation is useful, in giving T² some
harmonic freedom within your pre-determined limits in a given harmonic form.

HarMonitor plays the current "Current Chord" for your information. Here you have three
options: Play only the root note, the triad, or additional option notes commonly used in jazz
(usually these are major and minor sevenths and/or ninths, so nothing particularly unusual).
So much for the basic design of Harmony.
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Harmony Edit
In the upper part the most important decisions can be found, as well as the basic transport
functions of the harmonic progression and, if necessary, synchronization of Harmony.
Basic Settings are the buttons for Active (Harmony actually alters its input or not?) and
Freeze (of the "Current Chord").
Harmonic Progression Controlled by Leadsheet or Listener with Variation (if required)
answers the fundamental question of who has the say in harmony.
Following Listener: Even if in the previous parameter “Listener / Variation” was selected, it
can be useful to have Harmony follow the Listener only temporarily or on special request. In
the meantime, for example, the Variation can provide for a little variety in harmonic action. I
am often using an RTC switch to activate the Follow function and then leave it to the Listener
to switch it off shortly after the end of my Phrase, using the Listener parameter "Current
Rest". At this point the Variation begins to work until my next RTC “Follow” instruction.
The result is less nervous, harmonically, than it would be with “Follow” permanently active.
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If you want Harmony to be controlled by the Listener, you have to connect the Listener
to Harmony. It will then be able to react to single notes heard by the Listener in order to
avoid certain harmonic clashes between your playing and Variation-chords.
The Listener can hear harmony in your melodies as well as in chords you play.
Leadsheet (or) Variation Start / Stop: How often are chord changes supposed to happen?
Here, Harmony can be granted a certain freedom or a fixed value can be set. If you select “On
Cue” here, this function will switch back to “Stop” after each new chord (and wait for your
next cue).
As a unit for set values, both milliseconds and bars or different note values can be used. If you
do not choose milliseconds as a unit, of course a connected metronome is required to
synchronize Harmony. You can also specify
Skip % to omit a chord change now and then.
Most of these parameters can be controlled via RTC. For Start and Stop, there are two
different buttons, so you can define different turn on and -off points for the harmonic
"transport" in the RTC-Tables.
Start / Stop relates only to the Leadsheet and Variation and not to the control by the Listener,
because only the timing of the first two functions are determined by T² whilst the Listener
obviously hears a new chord when you play it.
HarMonitor provides a simple Midi version of the "Current Chord" on MIDI channel 1,
wherein you are currently only able to determine whether only the root (actually only notes
with the “Harmonic Relevance XL” – see below), only the triad (XL, L und M-notes) or a
further optional chord note (“Harmonic Relevance S”) is played.
There is a special output for HarMonitor on the Room view of Harmony.
Current Chord represents the currently valid chord symbol, as Harmony's tracks use it
(unless you use Float Tonality).
To the left of the chord symbol you will find an indication of the source of the "Current
Chord". It is often useful to know whether a particular chord has come from the Leadsheet,
the Listener or from the Variation.
With the two areas below you can edit the Leadsheet and on the right the Variation
parameters.

Leadsheet Editor
Here, it is possible to define a harmonic sequence which can be repeated as desired in a loop.
There are 10 definable Leadsheets. It is possible to switch back and forth between them
during operation, also via RTC.
The most important element is the editor which can be opened with the button “Select/Edit
Chords”:
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Edit Chords & Scales

Below the symbolic piano keyboard you can select chord symbols using root, chord type and,
if required, a different bass note instead of the root of the chord.
With Edit Scale, you can change the scale associated with the chord types. You can take
away or add notes, or alter intervals of the scale (i.e. make them a half step higher or lower).
First, Harmony will assume that you wanted to replace one interval by another, but if you go
on editing now, you can also add notes. Thus, scales with more or less than the normal 7 notes
are possible. For each semitone above the root you will find one line, only because of the
special harmonic implications of #5 (augmented fifth), I had to add an additional line there.
Harmony will use only the notes which are marked in red here.
The chord symbol appears in the box at the top („Edit Chord Symbol“) and is inserted at the
current cursor position in the Leadsheet with the button
Apply.
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Harmony attempts to arrive at a correct chord symbol based on your changes in the scale, but
if you do not agree, you can edit the chord symbol.
On the piano keyboard, the notes of the scale are marked in color. The colors and letters on
the keys relate to the
Harmonic Relevance of the individual notes, which you can edit in the column below.
The tonal importance of a scale note is described in 5 classes (XS, S, M, L, XL, like T-shirts).
If you only assign XL to a chord’s root, it is (e.g.) possible to have a Harmony track, which is
responsible for the bass, always look for the next root note of the current chord while it
ignores all other scale notes. Therefore a setting called “XL Simple Harmonize: (Root)” can
be found in the Track parameters and in the HarMonitor, which also selects its notes with this
system.
If you have, for example, marked both remaining triad notes except the root (third and fifth)
with an L, a track that only wants to play triads just has to look for the notes with L or with
higher levels. In this case the root part of the triad was already marked XL, so triadic notes are
marked as L and XL. With this system you can define simple scales as well as more unusual
ones, relate them to chords and chord symbols and finally, save and retrieve them quickly.
The notes whose use you want to allow only as passing tones or suspensions, as they are less
important or at times even disturbing for the tonality (commonly such as the fourth above the
tonic of a major key), are simply marked XS.
At the bottom of the Chords and Scales Editor, under
My Chord Types you will find the possibility to open and save chord types, -scales and
-symbols that you have defined yourself.
All .chrd files in the folder ChordTypes are opened at startup. They are available in every
Harmony module.
Below the chord types there are more controls for the Leadsheet:
Chromatic Bar adds a bar to the Leadsheet in which no chord is defined. The harmonic
correction is canceled for this bar.
Repeat Bar repeats the previous bar of the Leadsheet.
Variation Bar provides no harmonic information, but activates the Variation function for this
particular bar. How Variation works is decided with the probability regulators in the Variation
area. Variation is based on the last defined chord. You can shape your desired Variation types
in the Variation area.
You can find more Leadsheet functions which do not have to do with entering chords and
scales in the Leadsheet area of the Harmony Editor:
Loop (bars) determines whether and after how many bars the Leadsheet goes back to the first
measure. So (e.g.), you can go only through the first 4 or 8 bars of a Leadsheet the first time
through and next time use the whole harmonic form. Instead of the value "0" for the setting
you find "Once Only". This means that the Leadsheet will only run once and after the last bar
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it will set the transport switch above to "Stop". When you add bars to the Leadsheet, “Loop”
is automatically incremented.
With Pause for Variation, you can stop a running harmonic form. In the resulting
"harmonic" break the Variation can take over the chord changes, until you remove the
harmonic pause. You will probably trigger this function during a concert with T² via RTC.
The effect is similar like surprisingly coming to a clearing in the woods and taking a little rest.
With the Variation settings you can determine light and colors of the clearing.
Finally, you can Save and Open Leadsheets as .lds files using the Open and Save buttons.
The Leadsheet offers the usual
Copy / Paste / Undo functions using Ctrl-C, Ctrl-V, Ctrl-Z and delete. Redo is possible (Shift
/ Ctrl-Z). Move the mouse over the “Select/Edit Chords”-button to find a list with the
available shortcuts.
Drag & Drop, i.e. selecting and dragging text is not possible.
If you wish to check the scale underlying a particular chord again, double-click to a chord in
the Leadsheet. This allows you to edit scale, chord symbol and relevance classes. After those
changes you must re-“Apply” the changed chord to the Leadsheet.
Now to the area of

Harmonic Variation
First you can see which chord the Variation is based on. That is the last defined chord (by the
Leadsheet or by the Listener).
The faders below indicate the relative frequentness with which the respective harmonic
Variation will be used. These are probabilities. The actual action to be taken is determined
randomly.
If only one of the faders is greater than zero, the appropriate action will therefore take place
every time. If no fader is greater than zero, no Variation can occur.

Non Modulating Variation Types:
Diatonic Scale Steps: On almost every step of a diatonic major or minor scale (e.g. the white
piano keys), triads or bigger chords can be formed with three or more notes. These are
harmonically quite compatible with each other and can be freely combined (within limits).
Also, it is fairly easy to improvise over it without the need to know all the details, just using
the respective scale. A typical sequence of Variations (based on CMaj) here could go like this:
CMaj, Am, Em, FMaj, Dm, G7 ...
Which steps you permit for major or minor situations is defined in the list you can open with
the button
Permitted Scale Steps. T² then rolls the dice on the basis of the allowed options.
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Diatonic Steps + 2ndary Dominants: Before each of these steps, a secondary dominant can
be inserted. The result sounds more elegant and less medieval. The basic key will not be left.
This could, for example, lead to the sequence CMaj, E7, Am ...
Insert A Chord: Here chords can be inserted, which are not diatonically related to the
original key. Intervals for this purpose are defined on the right via
Permitted Insert Chords, separately for major, minor and dominant chords. For example, if
enabled in the dominant line +1, Harmony could now and then insert a Db7 chord (+1
semitone higher) in a C major situation before it goes back to C major or something akin. Jazz
musicians call this a tritone substitution of the dominant – the Db7 is a substitute for G7
chord. In FMaj the inserted chord could be only a Gb7 chord because of the interval-oriented
definition of this setting.
If we play however, in the region of Ab minor and in the “major”-line of the list "+6" is
activated, a D major chord could be inserted, (as Ab plus 6 semitones results in a D). The
prerequisite is that the Fader of this kind of Variation is greater than zero - and that you like
this harmonic progression.
Harmonic region for variations is the last defined chord when using the leadsheet, and
otherwise what the (connected) Listener has heard in your playing.

Modulating Variation Types:
Here you have to be a bit more careful while playing with T², because here the program may
leave the tonal reference point - so to speak, the greater harmonic region – in short: it may
modulate.
Major/Minor Parallel Key: The most harmless variant. Here Harmony changes only to the
parallel major or minor key (e.g. from CMaj to Am).
Diatonic modulation: As stated before, on almost every step of a diatonic major or minor
scale (e.g. the white piano keys), triads or bigger chords can be formed with three or more
notes. Most of these triads can then be treated as a new tonic, i.e. the new tonal center (greater
harmonic region).
Simple Chromatic Modulation: It is really "simple", because chromatic modulation can
normally do much more than this little Tango-function. Here, only the fact is exploited that
every minor triad can be the (minor) subdominant (IV. step) not just of a minor, but also of a
major chord. Every major triad reversely can be the dominant of a major chord, but also of a
minor chord, as dominants always have a major third, even if they are aimed at minor tonics.
An F minor may be followed by a C major as well as a C minor and G major can prepare C
minor or C major. With this little trick one modulation step can eliminate or add up to four
accidentals.
Free Key Changes: Here it is possible to allow changes to distant, unrelated keys, via
Key Changes Permitted on the right. Again they are defined by semitone distances from the
home key. The starting mode (minor/major) and key, as well as the target mode/key are
considered. Therefore in the default settings a key change from C major to D major and D
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minor (+ 2, + 2 in the top two rows) is allowed whilst Harmony may change to Eb major and
Eb minor (+3 is activated in two lower rows) if it starts with a C minor here.

Free Key Changes + 2ndary Dominants: The free key changes appear softer if they are
prepared by a secondary dominant.
Reset to Center: All faders which are not in the zero position (far left) will be moved to the
center. All others remain set to zero.
Reset to 0: All faders are reset to zero.
Modulation Against Listener OK: When modulating, Variation is permitted and Harmony
at the same time is set to follow the Listener. It is possible that these two features will conflict
with one another. This may be suppressed by giving the Listener the upper hand and thus
keeping Harmony from modulating against the wishes of the human partner. This parameter is
only relevant if Harmony is connected to a Listener.
Length of 2ndary Dominants: Defines the length of these dominants in comparison to the
tonics. Only relevant if Harmony “thinks” in milliseconds, i.e. not in sync with a Metronome.

Harmony Tracks
Music that comes from the Player or from live Midi In is corrected by Harmony while it is
passing through the tracks. Several tracks can be configured, if different musical voices (such
as bass tracks) should be treated differently. The prerequisite is that the data (notes) reaches
Harmony via separate channels/wires. So, in this case you should use single Player outputs for
the different Player Tracks.
On the left you find
Copy, Delete, Active, Mute and Info to deal with basic track handling. All of these functions
work likewise throughout the program. Above that you can assign a name.
Tonality Control regulates the fundamental decisions about the way this Harmony track
works. Please refer to the sections above on "Defined" versus "Floating Tonality".






Defined should be selected if you want to work with a "Current Chord" – whichever
Harmony function produces it.
Floating works without a "Current Chord" by simply looking at the currently
sounding notes and looking for consonant notes with these.
Cantus Firmus treats the incoming notes as not alterable and therefore passes them
on unchanged. The other “floating” tracks however, have to acknowledge the notes on
this track and must not play anything dissonant with it. However, dissonances can
arise when a C.F. note, which must not be altered, meets an older note from another
track that has already begun.
No Harmonize does not correct anything, the effect is the same as if the button on the
left would read "Thru" instead of "Active". An important option in case you want to
control this parameter with RTC.
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Tracks distinguish between melodic and chordal Player input.
Melodic Harmonizing specifies how to work with melodic material:
XL...XS Smart Harmonize: Keep Intervals measures the intervals in the incoming
melodies, be it from the Player or via Midi In in real time from you. It then maintains the
basic interval’s class (e.g., third, fifth) and its direction. The only way to correct the melody
harmonically is to change a minor third to a major third etc. In this mode of operation, the
original material gets changed as little as possible.
The disadvantage is that all the notes of the scale are used, also the lesser characteristic for a
given tonality (e.g., the fourth above the root of a major key). If there are a lot of chromatics
in the original, there may also be a greater deviation of the pitch in comparison to the original
pitches. A chromatic scale will be converted into a diatonic scale. So many intervals become
larger because chromatic minor seconds become whole tones in a diatonic scale. This may
lead to a stretching of the register. After rests in the Input these deviations are canceled as
inconspicuously as possible.
XL...XS Simple Harmonize: (All Scale Notes) no longer measures the input intervals, but
uses the next pitch of the currently valid scale which is marked with XS or higher (S, M, L,
XL) – in this case that is all the notes in the scale. Here there are no register deviations, but
intervention on the intervals of the original sounds a bit harder. You may also receive
occasional note repetitions due to the harmonization. On this please read below "Accept
Harmonize Repeats".
So, the difference between “Smart” and “Simple Harmonize” is the way the original
material gets corrected: “Simple H.” simply looks for the closest available “legal” pitch
and uses that. “Smart H.” checks the interval between the last and the current original
note. Then it chooses a pitch that forms the same interval-class (e.g. a third) between the
last and the current corrected note.
XL...S Simple Harmonize: (No 'Avoid' Notes) uses only the notes that you have marked
with S or higher (that is M, L, XL). This could be, for example, the notes of a pentatonic
scale. Here, Harmony would simply exclude the unwanted fourth in major scale, because for
the major scale you have marked it as an XS note. Even more repetitions due to
harmonization may occur. Please read below "Accept Harmonize repeats".
XL...M Simple Harmonize: (Triad/Dom.7)
XL/L Simple Harmonize: (Root & Fifth)
XL Simple Harmonize: (Root)
Here, the same rules apply, accordingly.
The deciding factor is always the properties you have assigned to the individual scale
notes in terms of Harmonic Relevance (page “Edit Chords & Scales”) .
You will find numbers in front of the melodic harmonizing methods of the Harmony tracks.
so that this function can be remote controlled using RTC. Thus, it is possible to harmonize
various incoming notes differently, depending on their length, volume and location in time.
There is also a sample Room on this in the “Technical demos” folder.
In the far right of each track there is a parameter called
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Accept Harmonize Repeats.
When a Harmony-track only searches for root notes ("XL") and the original melody currently
uses smaller intervals (e.g. seconds or thirds), often the next possible note for two consecutive
(and different) original notes is the same as for the note before. The result will be a repetition
of the root by Harmony, which obviously did not occur in the original. This can sound boring
and can therefore be prevented by this parameter using octave leaps instead of the repetitions.
Below that you will find,
Tritones in Floating Tonality OK (%).
The tritone (whether as a diminished fifth or augmented fourth) sometimes does not sound
clearly dissonant, as it can also consist of two stacked minor thirds (which in turn are
consonant). On the other hand Harmony, when it is working in Floating Mode, tends to be a
bit short of legal (consonant) pitches. You can set a percentage of how often a tritone is
considered consonant or dissonant whilst Harmony works with Floating Tonality (see
Tonality Control on this).
Chord Harmonizing
Chords coming from the Player or from “Midi Chords” are specially marked and can
therefore be treated differently than melodies from Harmony.
There are three algorithms:
Keep Intervallic Shape (Chord version) first analyzes the melodic line between the upper
note of the last and that of the current chord. This ”melodic line” is corrected as described in
"XS - Keep + Bend Intervallic Shape" for melodic material (see above).
The chord, which is “hanging” beneath the freshly harmonized upper note, is analyzed
according to its intervals and now subtle changes to these intervals are applied while
preserving the interval-classes (e.g., thirds, sixths). Everything is XS, i.e. all scale notes are
used equally. Thus, the melodic context between successive chords is not abandoned and
chords retain their original internal interval structure.
Rebuild Original Chord Tensions analyzes all incoming chords regarding triad structures,
dissonance, register and additional optional notes and re-builds it from scratch in the target
tonality. Contradictions and inconsistencies in the requirements are evaluated by weighing up
possible mistakes. Subsequently, the chord with the smallest mistake is selected, similarly to
the way Player Chords works. Here the corrected chord is very similar to the original but the
melodic context of the top notes is sometimes abandoned.
All this may sound rather complicated. It's best if you listen to the results of the different
algorithms.
There is also the option of simply using the melodic method „XS - Keep + Bend Intervallic
Shape" or to leave chords uncorrected.
A last tip:
If you put Midi Chords between Midi In and Harmony, you can easily try out the chord
functions in real time.
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Listener
Basic Functionality
The Listener remembers the most recent music that reached it over its signal input – note for
note. You yourself can determine the size of the memories for audio and Midi data. If the
memory is full, it will begin to overwrite the data at the beginning, so that a trail of data for
the Evaluationis always available. If audio and Midi data arrive in the Listener, both are
analyzed and saved so that the relevant information regarding pitch and volume over the
course of every individual note can be accessed at any time. Thus the audio memory, as
opposed to sampling memories in other applications, is exactly informed about the musical
content of what is saved, just like the memory for Midi notes.

A glance at the editor of the Listener reveals two large areas:
Above, in the light gray area, you can see in the Listener settings whether and how the
Listener is listening. Here, rules are defined, memory space specified and the Evaluation (that
is to say, the analysis of the notes saved in the memory) configured.
You can find the results of the Evaluation in the scrollable area below. There is a list here of
about 200 Evaluation parameters, sortable and easy to find through shortcuts. These
parameters describe what the Listener has heard.
I will cover the control elements in the upper area, the Listener settings, when I talk
about the Evaluation parameters which they configure. These sections are identifiable
as an insertion in italics, as here. At the end of this chapter, when you have a better
overview of the functions of the Listener, I will describe the controls of the Listener
settings, i.e. the non-scrollable area of the Listener Editor, once again in context.
Listening and Not Listening denotes whether the Listener is active or not. (The
Listening button corresponds with the respective button in the Room view of the
Listener like an “Active”- button.
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There, instead of “Not Listening” I use the shorter word “deaf”. As long as the
Listener is deaf, nothing is recorded or analyzed. Since there are no gradations
between yes and no, the Table will say "no" (0) with input values of 0-63 and "yes" (1)
above 63. Activate RTC and connect a controller to the "Control" input of the
Listener in the Room view to switch the Listener on or off remotely.
This function was called "Freeze" in Tango I and in my concerts with the program it is
always one of the really important real-time controls: When Tango plays something
that I really like and I want the program to stay there for a while, I can freeze it. My
playing has no effect on the program and thus T² steps into the background, becoming
more like an accompaniment (instead of an unpredictable "counterpart").
The program keeps playing similarly to when I froze it, though without hiding
completely behind repetitive loops. In the Player, there is a Freeze switch for each
track with which it is possible to selectively use certain elements of Tango’s music as
background material and thus steer the attention of the audience towards me.
Forget makes the Listener erase its entire memory. The result is that the connected
Player has nothing left to play and all Listener-timers (e.g. length of the current rest,
etc.) and -parameters are reset. Also this button you will find in the Room view again.
If you have played something you would rather not have played (and to which T² is
now responding), you can use this to get rid of it. After Forget the Listenerand
therefore also an attached Player will be waiting patiently for your next note, before
something can happen again.
In the two music examples I used Forget, triggered by the Double Click function to
finish the two pieces without touching the mouse.
These two parameters, Listening and Forget, are the only Listener parameters
which are controllable via RTC. Otherwise the Listener in the RTC system is mainly
used to actively control other modules or their parameters.
Parameters like the first, “Pitch in Melodic Input – Main Evaluation (1110),” consider all
notes in the memory that are not older than the number of seconds defined by the user in the
Listener setting (Evaluation times, see below). Here only the pitches that are not parts of
chords are considered. You can find the analysis of chord tones in another parameter, e.g.
“Pitch in Chords – Main Evaluation (1210).”
You can find the important Listener settings for the memory and the Evaluation(s) in
the upper left of the Listener Editor: the memory can be made larger or smaller for
Midi with Number of notes and for the audio you can assign more memory space with
Mono-Audio Memory.
About sample space for audio:
With the default value of 10,000,000 samples, the Listener can save just about 4
minutes’ worth of mono-sound. You may think this seems like very little, but consider
that rests are not included and the audio music saved here serves only as raw sound
material for the Player module. Normally, 1000 notes and 10,000,000 samples are
fully adequate.
In Evaluation-Times you specify how old notes may be before the Evaluation loses
interest in them. Here, you define two memory caches, called “Main” and “Aux.”
Evaluation. Main Evaluation Time is preset to 10 seconds, Aux. to 4.
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Except for their Evaluation times, both Evaluations are identical. They use the Listener’s
memory, but not necessarily all of it.
Then why are there several Evaluations?
The reason lies in the fact that in musical contexts, 10 seconds are in some cases just right for
the backwards analysis but in other cases too short or too long.
All these Evaluation parameters are not there, because I am interested in the statistics of my
playing during the last couple of seconds. Instead, I want to use the changes in these values to
influence the music T² plays, that is to control parameters, e.g. in the Player via RTC with this
information.
The length of the memory loop has an influence on the speed with which the average values
change over time: The longer the loop, the more notes are part of an average and the less
influence on this average has one single note, thus the slower the average changes. The
average pitch value will change only rather slowly with a memory trail of 10 seconds,
particularly when I have played maybe 30 or more notes within those 10 seconds.
If I need the average pitch value to change more quickly, I can use the second Evaluation,
therefore called the “Aux.”-Evaluation instead of the Main-Evaluation.
You can find it further below in the light blue area, and the first parameter there is called
“Pitch in Melodic Input – Aux.-Evaluation (3110).” Here the memory trail under
consideration is preset to 4.0 seconds. The Aux.-Evaluation, in contrast to the MainEvaluation, is marked in light grey (the dark grey-blue of the Main-Evaluation stands for a
deeper look into the deeper, darker past).
As already stated, the memory length discussed here can be specified in the Listener
settings with Evaluation-Times.
If the short memory trail of the Aux.-Evaluation is still too cumbersome, you can also use an
ultra-short memory. You can find the white area (white – no “depth of memory”) of the “Last
Events” above the light grey parameters of the Aux.-Evaluation. There, e.g., the 11th white
parameter from above (“Last Melodic Pitch – Last Events 2110”) states the pitch of the lastplayed melody note. Of course no average can be built by one note; therefore these
parameters hold only one line.
With this system you have the possibility to find the right mix of continuity (long memory,
slow “musical breathing” and a stable performance by Tango) as well as quick reaction time
(with a short memory) when it is needed for certain parameters.
For me, the Calculator, which is now included in the Modifier, has proven to be very useful
for damping, combining and transforming controller currents, i.e. for further processing of
Listener parameters. Much on this topic can also be found in the folder "Useful Macros ".
There I collected small configurations of Modifiers to be able to perform certain more
complex control functions without the Calculator. Explanations can be found again in the
INFO of the Rooms.
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The green parameter-area holds special parameters that do not fall into the three above-named
Evaluations categories Main, Aux and Last Events. More about this later.
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The Control Elements of the Individual Evaluation Parameters
using the example of “Pitch in Melodic Input – Main Evaluation (1110),” the first (top)
parameter of the list:

A Midi-in connection from the keyboard should now exist. Call up the “Evaluation.room” to
try out the following explanations and play a note on the keyboard. If nothing moves in the
left column next to Max, Min and Average, something is not working with your Midi
connection.
On the left you will find the words
Max, Average (as in, “average value”), Min and alongside those, three numerals. The
parameter considers notes that are younger than 10 seconds (Main Evaluation, as defined in
the Listener Settings), analyzes the highest and lowest note, makes these values known and
ultimately builds an average value from all notes of the memory trail. These three “raw”
values are presented in the column next to Max, Average and Min.
Of course it would be useless to know that the current average pitch is 62 (better known as
middle D) if one cannot lead this information out of the Listener in order to control some
function of the program with it. For that, the
Send-Buttons to the right side of the raw values are needed. If you activate “Send” by
clicking on the button, this parameter’s value will be sent from the Listener via the Midi
channel and controller on its right. Of course, this happens only if the value has changed at
all. To control other modules with this information, you have to connect the parameter with
these modules in the Room View and activate RTC in the desired parameters there.
The function of the “Send” buttons – leading Evaluation parameters out of the Listener
in order to control other module with them:
If you click on one of the buttons under the word “Send” in our example parameter, a few
things happen in the user interface:


On top of the parameter list (you must scroll up in order to see it) a yellow parameter
is shown, which is an identical copy of this parameter. Yellow is the color of “active”
parameters that actually can be used to control other modules. For more clarity they
are shown here in yellow, on top of the parameter list. You can make changes in this
copy as well as in the original, as both versions will always appear the same, except
for the color.



In the Room view, where you can see the actual Listener module with its wiring, a
new output which contains the parameters’ names hangs beneath the frame. If you
move the mouse over this output, you can read its full name as well as information
about the Midi channel and the control number of this Evaluation-Parameter in a tool
tip.
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If the value of a particular Evaluation parameter changes, this information will be sent by
means of a Midi controller.
Do not forget to activate and adjust RTC for the desired parameter in the target module (e.g. a
Player).
We travel further from the left to the right in our example parameter:
All control elements right of the button Table Edit are sourced from values that are scaled by
the Table instead of the raw values of a parameter.
The logic of having Tables has been explained before. When that same logic is applied here,
the area in which pitch normally ranges (about 30 to 90) is converted (scaled) so that the
resulting value of the entire area ranges from 0 to 127. If you click on Table Edit, this is
clearly illustrated by the graphic in the Table Editor on the lower right.
Going back again to the Listener page, you will see under the words “Scaled Values” the
scaled version of the raw values as well as their
graphic display, covering the range from 0 - 127.
You can find the above-mentioned “Send” options further to the right again, so that you can
also send these values out of the Listener, if you want.
Average Can Surprise:
One Evaluation parameter (further below) has the name “Surprise.” With this parameter, the
program can be “startled” by sudden changes in the average parameters. You can activate as
many parameters as you would like for the surprise function (OFF/ON) and specify the
strength of the effect with the factors. Click on OFF and enter 2.0 as the factor.
Go to the right, to the box which reads “Show 1st Main Eval. Par.” above the black bar (“- - Main Evaluation: - - - -“) or (“- - - Copies Of Active Parameters: - - - -“). When you click
on the box that currently reads “Show 1st Main Eval. Par.“ you will find “Show Surprise” in
the pop-up menu that appears below. Go there and watch the graphic display of the surprise
parameter whilst you play notes:
If you perpetually repeat the same middle C, the Listener will be surprised for a short time,
though this surprise will quickly decrease. Now play other pitches and observe that the
system answers the changes in pitch-average with an increasing amount of “Surprise” for a
while.
Changes in the volume do not cause the same effect – as long as you don’t activate Surprise
for velocities as well.
Because the memory trail of the Main-Evaluation currently measures 10 seconds, at the latest,
every “Surprise” disappears after this time span.
Because “Surprise” is a normal Evaluation parameter, you can also scale it with a Table and
lead it out of the Listener with its own Send button, just as with every Listener parameter. So
here you can influence other modules simply by surprises in your own playing.
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Those who are acquainted with Tango-1 will certainly be reminded of the TSI (“Time””Surprising Input”) system and Quick Comment. All things said, the capabilities are now
much more flexible and easily configured.
You can set the reaction time of “Surprise” in the Listener settings above with
Surprise-Attack/Decay. “Attack” here means the rate of ascent and ”Decay” the
opposite.
Now click on the popup menu, that reads ”Show Surprise” and navigate via the upper entry of
the pop-up (“Show 1st Main Eval. Par.”) back to our pitch parameter.
This “Show...”-menu can help you searching for a particular Evaluation
parameter from the existing ca. 200 parameters.
To the right of the bracket, you will find
Scld. V.-Diffusion (Scaled Value Diffusion)
This parameter shows you the “amount of difference” between the scaled maximal and
minimal values, which represents the statistical spread your play exhibits in regards to
melodic pitch. If you repeat the same note over a long period of time, the value here will be 0
(if you are still looking at “Pitch in Melodic Input – Main Evaluation 1110)”. In contrast, if
you play from left to right over the entire width of the keyboard, this value will be much
bigger (nearer to 127). It is also strongly influenced by the length of the memory trail.

You will find the related “Send” button to its right.
The white area to the far right is only found in the Main-Evaluation:
Compare/Replace Average with...
Here, the results of the scaled values in the two other Evaluations (Aux.-Evaluation and Last
Events) are compared with those of the main Evaluation, if you activate this comparison
either for the Aux.-Evaluation or for the “Last Events”.
Sounds complicated at first, I know. The idea behind it is as follows:
Because the Evaluation time (that is, the memory trail) of the Main-Evaluation is longer than
that of the Aux.-Evaluation, processes such as the average value of the pitch move more
sluggishly in the Main-Evaluation than in the Aux.-Evaluation.
For the Main Evaluation this makes sense, demanding a calmer reaction from T², avoiding
hectic and sudden movements in reaction to my playing, and setting a certain stability to
support or even counter my playing. This is exactly what I would demand from a fellow
improviser. It better allows musical tension to develop over longer Phrases without the music
becoming too nervous.
On the other hand, a short Evaluation (Aux.-Evaluation or Last Events) by T² offers the
possibility of a faster reaction from Tango to a sudden change of pace from me.
If you improvise with a human musical partner, you also have a certain “slower” memory,
your “personal Main-Evaluation,” that guides your playing and sets it in a context.
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This can be overridden, however, by the actions of an improvising partner who suddenly
interrupts the continuity, perhaps so much so that your whole focus is directed to this last
unexpected Phrase.
Exactly this sort of occurrence is meant to be simulated here: click next to the word “Last” on
the button, so that you read “On.” Now play for about 10 seconds in the upper octave of your
keyboard so that the average value is rather high. Then play one very low note. The
comparison function of Last Events which you have just activated now copies the pitch value
of this last note into the scaled average value of the Main Evaluation and all the older notes in
the memory are ignored.
If the average value (which is much higher) is overridden by the last pitch, the field to the
right of “On” is colored red. At the same time, you will see in the “scaled values” that the
new minimum value (the pitch of the surprisingly low note) is copied into the average value.
This happens however, only if the difference between the scaled average value and that of the
new pitch is larger than 60 (in comparison with the Aux.-Evaluation 40); that is to say, if the
last note makes a large enough jump beyond the bounds of coherence that had previously
prevailed.
The “short circuit” is turned off as soon as the difference between the two Evaluations values
is not larger than 5 points anymore. “Points” here always refer to the scaled values because
only these are comparable.
Underneath in the white area you can find the name of the corresponding Last-EventParameter whose numbers start with a 2. The name of the commensurate Aux.-EvaluationsParameter is identical to its respective main Evaluation parameter, except that the number
begins with 3 (for example 3110) instead of with 1 (1110).
The Listener handles a total of about 200 parameters. In this jungle undergrowth of
parameters, it can be useful to introduce some sort of order by …

Sorting the Evaluation Parameters
In the second pop-up menu from the right, over the individual Evaluation parameters, you can
see the words…
Sort Evaluation Type.
If this sorting mode (Evaluation Type) is active and you scroll down through the long list of
Evaluation parameters, you will find the following categories:





Main Evaluation,
Special Parameters,
Last Events und
Aux. Evaluation.

They are differentiated from one another through color (dark blue, green, white, and light
blue) and category titles are marked in black bars.
Every one of these categories can be accessed quickly through the …
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Show... menu to the far right:
Under “Show 1st Main Eval Par.,” which brings you to the first parameter of the Main
Evaluation, you can find the entries that lead you to the first “Last Event Par.” and “Aux.
Eval. Par.” Further below is the link to “1st Special Par.”
Now, in the “Sort” menu, choose …
Sort Event Type
Here the parameters will be sorted according to the musical context of the event. The new
categories in the parameter list below are now:





Melodic Input (monophonic single voices),
Chords (notes that are played more or less at the same time and therefore considered
part of a chord)
Phrases (parameters that describe Groups of notes and Phrase limitations) and
All Input, where parameters are listed that don’t make a difference between melodic
and chordal notes.

These categories can be found again in the “Show” menu as a link to its “1st Parameter.”
In the “Sort” menu when you choose
Sort Parameter Type, it will be sorted according to










Special Parameters,
Pitch,
Intervals,
Velocity,
Length (note lengths are measured in seconds),
Delta Times (the intervals of time between note beginnings, also measured in
seconds),
Note Activity (the amount of notes, mostly per second),
Phrases (Groups of notes and Phraseboundaries, as described above) and
Rests (the rests between notes are measured partly in seconds, partly in their
percentage of time allotment in the memory trail).

What belongs to each sorting category is coded in the number of each parameter: thousands
stand for the Evaluation type, hundreds stand for the event type (melody, chord, etc.) and
tens/ones stand for the parameter type (30 for example, has to do with volume). So when you
look for the Aux.-Parameter which is identical with “Pitch in Melodic Input – Main
Evaluation (1110),” you will want to look for Nr. 3110.
With the buttons
Showing Aux Eval and
Showing “Mel + Chords,” left of the “Sort” menu, you can hide all parameters of the Aux.Evaluation, or all that describe both chords and melodic material. Because of its resulting
smaller size, an overview of the Evaluation will then be easier to obtain.
For the next section, you should not hide the Aux.-Evaluation and the “Mel. And ChordParameters,” and you should select “Sort Evaluation Type” to the right of it.
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The Parameters for the Main and Auxiliary Evaluations
All parameters which contain in their name
“ ...in MELODIC INPUT,” have to do with notes that are not a part of chords – with one
exception: the highest note of every chord forms a melody with the highest note of the
previous and following chords. This will be evaluated not only as a chord note but also as
melody note.
As for the definition of “Chord”: in the Listener settings you can specify how large
the time span between chord notes may be (Max. Delta-Time between Chord-Notes –
40 milliseconds is the preset time span). All notes whose beginnings are nearer to
each other belong to chords. The other notes are regarded as melody notes. You can
find more on chords under “Chord Activity”, preceding the section on Listener’s
“Special Parameters”.
Pitch: Midi considers pitches as numbers between 0 and 127, where 60 is defined as middle
C. Many standard keyboards have only keys between 36 and 96, which is mostly adequate.
Velocity: means the volume of a note (actually, the speed with which the key is pressed
down). A number between 1 and 127.
Length: The length specifications are adapted while long notes are still sounding. Play a few
individual notes and then hold down a key for a longer time whilst watching the length
parameter grow.
Interval: T² measures intervals in half steps, so a fifth is measured as a value of 7. In Mainand Aux.-Evaluation, this parameter does not differentiate between upwardly- and
downwardly-constructed intervals, as no meaningful average can otherwise be formed.
Note: In contrast, Last Events distinguishes between “Last Melodic Interval (with direction)”
and “Last Melodic Interval (size only).” The interval direction is accounted for in the first of
the two parameters.
In chords, the notes are sorted initially by pitch, before the value for the individual intervals is
determined.
If you look at the Table for intervals (button “Table Edit”), you will see how a value of 12 (an
octave), which is rather large for a melodic interval, therefore will be scaled through the table
up to a height of 96.
Notes separated by longer rests are heard by T² as belonging to different Groups and
are thus not considered in the Evaluation as part of an interval. You can specify a
maximum length for this rest between “interval notes” with Max Rest between
Interval-Notes in the Listener settings.
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Pitch Tension: A common method in using pitch to create musical tension is the utilization of
“peak” pitches (pitches surrounded by other lower-pitched notes). These prominent notes are
heard as especially important and can structure a musical flow.
An especially large amount of energy and tension is formed when these higher pitches form
an ascending melody amongst themselves (that is without the lower, surrounding ones).
The first of the two parameters describes how strongly of an ascending line this is while the
second simply counts the number of peak tones in the memory trail. That is why this value in
the Main-Evaluation is mostly larger than in the Aux.-Evaluation (more peaks).
Delta-Times designate the intervals of time (measured in seconds) between the beginnings
of notes. Whether they are played staccato or legato is of no concern here.
Rests: This designates all parameters that evaluate rests between notes or after the last-played
note. If some time has passed since the last-played note, at present there is logically a rest.
Prior to this last (current) rest there were possibly others. At times the parameter "rest" is
needed as a stable value providing information about the past relationship between notes and
rests. In these cases the “Current Rest” will not be taken into account as its value would
obviously be growing over time if you don’t play. Again, sometimes it is important and must
be looked at.
The current rest is included in parameters 1181, 1182 and 1183 (the maximum and average
values are therefore always getting bigger here when you don’t play) but not included in
parameters 1180, 1184, and 1185.
The “Rest” parameters with percentage specifications refer to the entire memory trail (100%)
as you defined them for the two Evaluations in Listener Settings/Evaluation-Times. You have
the choice of evaluating the sum of all rests or only the largest rest.
Smallest Rests:
Often legato playing contains very small, unintended rests between the notes which,
although practically inaudible, appear in the Rest parameters as part of the average
or as “Minimum-Rest“, therefore distorting the results. In the Listener settings you
can prevent that with Ignore Rests smaller than ….
Note: The Tables with which time-related parameters such as Length, Rests or Delta Times
are scaled are logarithmic so that the scaled numeral values will correspond to a human
perception of time difference: in hearing, we take the difference between 500 and 1000
milliseconds more seriously than the difference between 5000 and 6000 milliseconds,
although the latter is twice as large. Scaled with this logarithmic Table, the difference
between 500 and 1000 milliseconds equals a value of “26,” whereas the difference between
5000 and 6000 milliseconds amounts only to a “4.”
Legato: Note lengths and rests between notes are compared here, but only inside a Group of
notes that belong together, in other words, a Phrase. Rests between various Phrases in
contrast, are longer and therefore not taken into account. Not only the rests are measured, but
also the relationship between note lengths and following rests is considered. 50% means that
notes and rests are equally long.
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Phrase Parameters (1375, 1376 and 1363) specify the total number of Phrases in the
memory trail as well as the number of notes within them and the Groups’ lengths in seconds.
You can find out here if the input consists more of a long melody or of short, choppy
statements.
You can define what the Listener understands by a Phrase in the Listener settings by
Min. Rest before a new Phrase. Most of the time, a Phrase follows a rest and this
rests’ minimum length is set here. If you would also like a long note (as the closing
note of a Phrase) to be able to conclude a Phrase, then you can define its minimum
note length in the parameter below – Min. Note Length before new Phrase.
The Chord Parameters, in many cases, function like their respective melody counterparts.
Here are just the exceptions:
Intervals are, as previously stated, ordered from top to bottom in chords.
Number of Notes specifies the size of each individual chord and
Width is the interval between the highest and lowest notes of a chord. The
Dissonance is not dependent on the amount of notes but instead on the interval structure
within a chord. Sevenths and seconds are more dissonant than octaves, fifths or thirds.
Pitch of Chord Top Notes evaluates the top chord notes, that is, the most obvious melodic
part of chord sequences,
Delta-Times are the intervals of time between chords and
Chord Activity counts the chords in the memory trail.
About the definition of “chord”:
Chords normally consist of several notes played at (about) the same time. What
“about the same time” means, you can specify in the Listener settings:
How large may the largest interval of time between chord notes be (Max. Delta-Time
between Chord-Notes – 40 milliseconds is the default value). All notes that lie further
apart (time wise) do not belong to chords.
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The Parameters with “Mel + Chords” in their name evaluate all notes equally; that is to
say, they measure both chord- and melody-notes.
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Special Parameters
This area contains a summary of parameters that work outside of the Main- and Aux.Evaluations scheme and also don’t concern the Last Events.
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Current Position (%) in Midi/Audio Memory:
Both of these parameters give information as to the current place in which the two looping
memories for Midi and audio can be found. If the raw value (to the far left) shows “0,” either
nothing is yet written into the memory, or it has just recoiled back to the beginning. The
information comes in the form of percentages, because you can specify the actual amount in
the Listener settings under “Memory Size.” Obviously this is not so relevant anymore with
today’s big RAM-sizes.
A Listener has only one midi and one audio memory, which can be analyzed by several
Evaluations (Main, Aux, Last Events -Evaluation). However, as already mentioned, you can
activate several Listeners - all with their own memories - in one Room. They could, for
example, function as "critics" for Tango's own music. In my Room "Two Duos", I use such a
construction.
Surprise I have already described above. This parameter gathers the surprises which are
evoked by the Evaluation parameters on which “Can Surprise” is activated.
You can specify its speed of reaction in the Listener settings under SurpriseAttack/Decay. How strongly Surprise reacts is regulated from the “Factor” settings
of individual parameters and the amount of “surprise-active” parameters.
Following are the parameters that have to do with time patterns such as

Tempi, Meter, Rhythms and Loops
Sometimes when you improvise you let your play flow in a “rubato” way without adhering to
a particular tempo. At some point your foot might begin to tap and you may begin to
associate every tone somehow with the tempo of your foot.
T² has a few sensors for that.
Time: Pulse Tempo Sensor that searches for signs if and in what tempo your “foot is
tapping” and then shows the results of the analysis in two parameters:
Time: Pulse-Tempo-Confidence % (2412) shows how sure the Listener is that the current
material is related to a tempo and
Time: perceived Tempo (bpm.) that, if applicable, displays the tempo in beats per minute.
If it hears a tempo, the Listener can then activate a Metronome if the following conditions are
fulfilled:


It must be allowed in the Listener settings (in the upper right) to turn Tempo and Sync
on and off – Pulse Tpo. Sens. must show “YES” for ON and/or OFF.



A Metronome must be connected to the Listener in the Room view via a black wire
(Listener Output “Metronome” to the Metronome Input “Control”).



The raw confidence-value to the left must climb above 50%. That will only happen
when you play a tempo rather precisely. Regardless of whether you play eighths,
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quarters or other note values, T² must be convinced that the movements of your
fingers contain an inner pulse upon which it can centre itself.
With this configuration, if a tempo is detected you should hear the Metronome clicking at the
correct speed (provided you have activated the click in the metronome).
Once the tempo is running, you can also play triplets or chains of dotted notes without the
tempo getting lost – as long as you play them in time exactly enough.
In ListenerMetronomePulse.room, you can find out more about the mechanism.
In the Listener settings you have the possibility to specify how easily the threshold of
50% is reached with Tempo ‘ON’ – Threshold. T² is not so picky when this
parameter is set to low values and it also accepts inexact playing. On the other hand,
the program might hear material not meant to set a tempo as tempo-related.
You can also turn off a tempo in this way; when you go back to playing rubato, the Listener
no longer hears the steady tempo from you and therefore shuts it off.
You can set the readiness to turn off a detected tempo with the threshold Tempo
‘OFF’ – Readiness in the Listener settings. The value “0” would mean the same as
the right Pulse Tpo. Sens. button in the “NO” position – with this setting no tempo
can be switched off by the Listener.
The “Pulse Tempo Sensor” works with two very short Evaluation times (memory
trails) that you can set in the Listener settings Tempo-Evaluation Time (sec.) Maybe
with some testing you can find values more suitable for your needs.
Apart from the “Pulse Tempo Sensor” there are two more tempo sensors which can detect a
tempo and even the meter as well:
Time: Length of Pitch-Ostinato and
Time: Length of Rhythm-Ostinato.
These functions search for loops in your playing – that is to say, for material that is repeated
several times. Often the loop is already found after the first repeat (the second time it is
played); sometimes it takes a little longer. You can also help the Listener here if you play
exactly.
Two types – rhythmic and melodic loops – can be heard.
If the pitch pattern is not repeated but there is a rhythmical Ostinato in your playing a loop
will be detected by the
“Length of Rhythm-Ostinato” (Parameter 2415), as long as you repeat the rhythm.
In contrast, if there is no perceivable rhythmic pattern, e.g. running eighths (played in time),
in which only a pitch sequence is repeated, then the
“Length of Pitch-Ostinato” (Parameter 2414) reacts.
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Both parameters give you the length of the loop in seconds, the tempo and the meter.
They can also turn a Metronome-tempo on or off, if


“Pitch Loop Sens.” and “Rhythm. Loop Sens.” are allowed to turn on Tempos in the
upper right of the Listener settings,



a Metronome is connected to the Listener via a black connection in the Room view
(Listener-output “Metronome” to the Metronome–input “Control”) and if



The Listener effectively hears a loop.

Note: Allow only the Pulse Tempo Sensor or the two loop sensors to turn on the MetronomeTempo, or there may be very confusing results. (“Where in the world did that tempo come
from?!”) The loop sensors on the other hand, do not get in each other’s way.
If you also allow a meter to be set in the upper right of the Listener settings (Set Time
Sgn.), the loop sensors will also hear that meter and simultaneously redirect the
Metronome. These are displayed in
Time: perceived Time-Signature. Of course you can see this in the Metronome in the Room
view as well.
In the Listener settings you can also choose the settings for the Maximal Loop
Length. The loop sensor cannot hear loops longer than those set here.
You can find an example for the loop sensor in ListenerMetronomLoop.room.
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Harmonic Listener Parameters
Basic Key looks in the Listener input for the basic harmonic area through which the music is
currently passing.
This parameter considers both melodies and chords. For example, if F major is the “Basic
Key” being played, while in the melody lines d minor, a minor, g minor or the dominant
seventh C7 are quickly touched on, the “Basic Key” in the display will remain “F-Maj.” If
you modulate to d minor however, not just wandering briefly through the key but perhaps
emphasizing a C# as a leading tone, or lingering in d minor a little longer, the Basic Key will
follow you.
With this algorithm, I hope to have reached a good balance between the necessary inertia
when listening to diatonic material and a sufficient tracking speed (as shown, for example,
with the leading tones of minor keys).
Last Chord analyses chords in your playing and also sets the Basic Key. Chords are only
analysed, if they consist of at least 3 notes. So overlapping piano-notes, octaves etc. don’t
appear in this analysis. Dominants are not passed on to the above parameter as “Basic Key”
but as its dominants, so a G7 chord will still appear as a C major or minor, depending on the
context.
Weighted Pitches is the central parameter of the Listener’s harmonic system. All harmonic
Listener parameters use Weighted Pitches for their work.
It keeps track of the harmonic significance of the last notes you just played: For that it does
not only look at the pitches but also at the volumes, the “age” and (for melodic material, not
for chords) also at the length of the notes.
Here the model is derived from the way an improviser would perceive the harmony of a
human partner:
 older material gets quickly forgotten,
 soft and/or short grace notes are not as important as loud and long ones and
 the pitch register is not as important as the pitch class (C, C#, D etc.).
With chords there is obviously more definition, less fuzziness than with melodic material: On
the right you can decide, if
 chords overrule melodic findings,
 are equally treated as melodic harmony,
 melody comes “first” or
 harmonic content of melodies is completely ignored for the Basic Key.
Harmonic Activity (2425) and
Tonal Clarity (2424) can be converted to Midi Controllers and led out of the Listener.
Harmonic Activity is a type of surprise function for harmonic changes. A change from F
major to Bb major contains much less harmonic activity than a change from F major to
Db minor simply because F major and Bb major have a much closer tonal relationship to one
another.
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Tonal Clarity looks at how strongly the Basic Key is supported by the notes used: root and
fifth of the Basic Key are very clear, whereas the major third in a minor key lowers the clarity
quite a bit – as, overall, chromatics in melodies and chords lead to a loss of tonal clarity.
For more on harmony and “Harmony”, the module that encapsulates the harmonic
abilities of T² and its collaboration with the harmonic Listener-parameters mentioned here,
see the chapter on Harmony in this manual.

Melody Recognition:

Tango's Listener can now recognize a melody in your playing that you have previously saved
as a reference in the program.
Whenever the Listener listens to you via Midi or audio and you have defined a reference
melody (just played in or from a Listener melody file *.lmel or simply loaded with a Room) it
checks if your input has to do with this reference melody.
This works regardless of the tempo or key in which you quote the melody.
You can imagine the situation as if you were listening to a musician who, in the middle of an
improvisation, suddenly quotes or just hints at a melody you know. You would notice this
quickly, no matter what key or tempo he or she is playing in.
You would also know to which part of the melody he is referring and could say approximately
how sure you are of your perception. You could probably also play or sing along with the
recognized melody and possibly start at the top again when the end of the melody is reached.
You could also give a sign when you perceive the melody for the first time, when you might
"lose" it (you are not able to recognize it anymore) or when the end of this recognized melody
is reached.
The individual parameters of Melody Recognition:
Position %: Tango listens to which position of the melody you refer to (beginning: 0%, end:
99%).
Confidence %: Tango indicates the percentage of confidence with which the melody is
detected. Notes from you that have nothing to do with the melody will reduce the Confidence.
Just as long pauses in your playing where the Listener is not confirmed in its confidence.
Rel. Tempo % indicates the tempo in relation to that of the reference melody in percent.
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Transposition indicates the number of semitones in which the melody is heard transposed
upwards. Same pitch here means 0, a semitone higher 1 and a semitone lower 11. The table
further to the right allows you to easily assign different values to these numbers.
Send Controller: Tango can send cues on certain events, namely
 when the melody is recognized,
 when the recognized melody reaches its end and
 if the previously recognized melody is "lost" (Confidence = 0).
In the top right-hand corner, you can specify that Tango should play the detected melody on
Midi channel 1 (Play MelodyWhen Recognized) and whether the tracking should start from
the top again when the end of the melody is reached (Loop Melody Recognition).
Play Reference serves as a check whether your melody recording meets your expectations.
With the Recording button, you record a reference melody via Midi or audio. If you want to
use the melody as a loop, end the recording by pressing the button again after the last melody
bar, i.e. exactly on the 1 of the “33rd” bar, if the melody is 32 bars long.
"Melody" here really only stands for monophonic line. If you e.g. hang chords as an
accompaniment under the melody notes of the upper voice, only these upper notes would be
stored as a reference melody. If, on the other hand, you play accompaniment chords between
melody notes when recording the reference melody, the upper notes of these chords will be
interpreted as melody notes (possibly mistakenly).
Recorded melodies can be saved and opened with Open and Save. The file extension is
*.lmel (for Listener melody). When saving Rooms, any reference melodies are automatically
saved with the Listener and opened later,
Try “MelodyRecognition.room” from the technical demos folder. Play something, slip into
the melody of “Greensleeves“ after a while and hear some interesting chords under the
melody.
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The Parameters for “Last Events”
describe what has happened last or what is happening right now.
Current Rest: The length of the rest since the last note you played. If you are right in the
middle of playing a note of course, it is “0.”
Last Rest on the other hand, notices the last rest even when in the middle of playing a note.
Also, while you are in the middle of a rest, “Last Rest” shows the previous rest (the rest
preceding the rest you are now taking) but only until the current rest is longer than the
previous rest. From then on, “Current” and “Last Rest” have the same value, a value which
grows the longer you don’t play.
Duration of Current Input Activity: Given that you are playing right now – how long have
you played since your last rest? With this parameter, you can for example, allow Player
modules to interrupt you when you (maybe unintentionally) forget your counterpart (Tango)
and play your own “solo” without listening to the software anymore. Alternatively, a longer
Phrase from you causes T² to adapt to your harmony or your tempo in a spot where the
program would normally be allowed to act more independently – these are only two of many
possibilities how to use this parameter in a Room configuration. Many such functions are
configured in my Rooms.
Current Phrase Duration is very similar, not resetting to zero after you cease playing, but
continues to display the length of the last Phrase. If you play a new Phrase, this parameter,
just like “Duration of Current Input Activity,” goes back to zero and shows the increasing
length of the ongoing Phrase.
The length of your last Phrase often has a huge effect on a human duo partner: the end of a
long Phrase means much more and is also often more theatrical than something which is
quickly thrown out there.
Duration of Current Input Activity is immediately reset during the longer pause, Current
Phrase Duration is not.
Current Phrase Size tells you how many notes the last Group contained.
You can set what the Listener’s definition of a Phrase in the Listener settings by Min. Rest
before a new Phrase. Most of the time a Phrase follows a rest and its minimum length is
set here. If you would also like a long note (as the closing note of a phrase) to be able to
conclude a Phrase, then you can define its minimum length under the parameter Min. Note
Length before new Phrase.
Last Phrase Duration relates to “Current Phrase Duration” the same way “Last Rest” does
with “Current Rest.” It shows the last finished Phrase except when the current Phrase is
longer than the previous one. This parameter avoids a Phrase length of 0.1 seconds being reset with every phrase which begins because you simply began a new phrase. Thus it prevents
a reset to zero at the beginning of each Phrase.
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Last Pitch Gesture,
Last Velocity Gesture,
Last Activity Gesture:
Gestures are short movements that you make to generate an effect. The Gesture parameters
consider the last Phrase of notes (explanations about Phrase settings can be found two
paragraphs above this one), or your last Phrase. The middle value (64) means there is no
gesture to be found in this area. Values over 64 indicate an ascending tendency, values under
64, a falling tendency. This effect can be compared for example, to a conductor who pulls the
music along by lifting his hands, palms upwards, asking for more volume. This parameter is
available for pitch, volume and note density.
Current Legato: How big are the current intervals of time between consecutive notes? It
simply measures the pause before the last note, if this was in a temporal relation to the note
before that,
Last Melodic Pitch,
Last Melodic Velocity,
Last Melodic Length:
Here you find the values of the last-played note. By “Last Melodic Length” the value of the
current sounding note is displayed and actualized as soon as it is longer than the previous
note.
Delta Time before Last Melodic Note
The meaning of a note is often determined by the fact that nothing has happened for a long
time. For example, it is possible to configure conditions such as: "If the pause before this was
longer than 20 seconds, the following note should cause a stronger reaction in Player Module
XY".
Melodic Note Activity: The average note density in the last two seconds.
Last Melodic Interval (size only): The size (independent of direction) of the interval
between the last melody note and the note before that.
Last Melodic Interval (with direction): Here, next to the size, the direction is also
specified. When no pitch change takes place between the two consecutive notes the raw value
is 64, regardless of the register (region on the keyboard) you are playing in. A minor third
downward leads to the value 61 (64-3 half steps).
The specification of the last chord:
Last Chord’s Top Note Pitch and
Last Chord’s Velocity specifies the pitch and volume of the last chord’s highest note.
Last Chord’s Length: Here the length of the currently-sounding chord is displayed and
actualized as soon as this length is longer as the one before it.
Last Chord’s Average Interval: Only the intervals between chord notes sorted by pitch are
considered.
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Last Chord’s Number of Notes and
Last Chord’s Width specifies the size of the last chord according to the number of notes and
the interval between the highest and lowest notes.
Last Chord’s Dissonance is dependent on the interval structure within a chord. Sevenths and
seconds are more dissonant than octaves, fifths or thirds. The number of notes in the chord
does not matter.
Delta Time before Last Chord: Often the meaning of a chord defines itself through the fact
that before it, no other chord has been played for some time.
Delta Time after Last Chord: The time passed since the end of the last chord you played.
About the Definition of “Chord”: In the Listener settings as already described, you can
specify how large the maximal interval of time between chord notes can be (Max. DeltaTime between Chord-Notes – 40 milliseconds is the preset default). All notes that are
further apart do not belong to chords.

Listener Settings
As promised at the beginning of the Listener chapter, here are the remarks on the Listener
Settings, i.e. the setting options of the Listener Editor, which can be found in the nonscrollable area above.

Listening or Not Listening
indicates whether the Listener is active or not. (Not Listening corresponds, as always, to the
Room view of the Listener. There the button is simply called "deaf" instead of "Not
Listening" because of the shorter word. As long as the Listener is deaf, nothing is recorded or
analyzed. Since there are no gradations between yes and no, you will find a table here that
always says "no" (zero) up to the input value 63 and above that always "yes" (one). Set
Remote to "On" here, connect a controller to the "Control" input of the Listener in the Room
View and use it to switch the Listener on or off.
This function was called "FREEZE" in Tango 1 and since then it has always been one of the
really important real-time controls at my concerts with the program: When Tango plays
something I really like, I have the option to freeze the program there. My playing no longer
has any effect on the program and thus T², by not using new material, recedes a little into the
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background, becoming more my accompanyment instead of being my "counterpart". The
program then continues to play "in a similar manner", but without hiding completely behind
exactly repeated loops. In the Player there is a freeze switch for each Track, with which it is
possible to convert individual elements of Tango's music selectively to repetitive background
material, thus drawing the Listeners' attention to me.

Forget
causes the Listener to erase all memory. The result is that the connected Player has nothing
more to play and all “Listener times” (e.g. Length of the Current Pause etc.) and parameters
are reset. This button can also be found in the Room View. If you have played something you
would rather not have played (and now suffer from Tango’s reaction to it), you can use this
button to undo everything. After Forget, the Listener and a connected Player will wait
patiently for your next notes before anything can happen again.
These two parameters, Listening and Forget, are the only Listener parameters that can
be controlled via RTC. Otherwise, the Listener is in the RTC system mainly used to actively
control other modules or their parameters.

Memory Size
The memory can be enlarged or reduced with
Number of Notes (for Midi) or with
Mono audio memory (for audio)
With the default value of 10,000,000 samples, the Listener can store almost 4 minutes of
mono sound. This seems to be little, but keep in mind that pauses are not recorded and that the
audio notes stored here are only used as raw sound material for Player modules. Normally, the
preset 1000 notes and 10,000,000 samples are quite sufficient. The memories are looped, i.e.
after reaching the end it overwrites the beginning again.
Evaluation-Times
Here you determine how old notes may be, so that the Evaluation is still interested in them.
You define two memory trails of different lengths, a "Main-" and an "Aux.” Evaluation.
Rules for Notes, Rests and Phrases
Max. Rest between Interval-Notes
All Listener parameters that deal with the intervals of your playing expect a certain temporal
relationship between notes involved in an interval. The pitch difference between the end of
one Phrase and the beginning of the next for example, is not regarded as an interval because
there is usually a pause between them.
With this parameter, you determine the maximum length of the pause for interval detection.
Max. Delta-Time between Chord-Notes
Chords usually consist of several notes played simultaneously however, computers can only
process them one after the other - and in practice the tones of chords rarely really sound
simultaneously. It only depends on the accuracy of the measurement.
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Here you can determine the maximum time interval between chord notes. 40 milliseconds is
the default setting, but you can change the value, for example to have arpeggios analyzed as
chords. Any notes that are further apart in time do not belong to chords, but are considered by
the Listener and other modules as 'melodic input' i.e. monophonic. The distinction between
these categories is of great importance for many Player and Listener functions.
Min. rest before new Phrase.
A Phrase is usually preceded by a rest and here is its minimum length.
If the rest before a note is shorter than the value specified here, it is considered to belong to
the previous Phrase. If it is longer, the memory indicates that a new Phrase begins here.
Min. Note Length before new Phrase.
If you want a long note (as the final note of a Phrase) to be able to end a Phrase, define its
minimum length here.
See the Lines Editor section of the Player chapter for more detailed information about
Phrase handling in Tango. Unfortunately, I had to split the settings for this very important
topic between the Player and the Listener for logical reasons.
Ignore Rests smaller than...
This is about very small rests between notes, mostly played unintentionally:
When playing legato, very small pauses often occur unintentionally between notes which,
although practically inaudible, appear in the Listener’s pause parameters as part of the
average or as a "minimum rest" (smallest pause) and thus falsify the result. You can prevent
this with this parameter.
Surprise Attack/Decay
Controls the reaction speed of Surprise. How strongly Surprise reacts is determined by the
"Factor" settings of the individual Listener parameters and the amount of "Surprise-active"
parameters. Here you control the overall shape of the reaction.

Tempo sensors
Note that all tempo sensor settings only have an effect if you draw a black connection
between the Listener's Metronome output and a Metronome's control input.
Pulse Tempo Confidence
Tango keeps track of whether your playing indicates a pulse, a tempo or not and also has an
idea of how confident it is of that. With
Tempo 'ON' - Threshold you determine the ease with which the 50% threshold is reached so
that Tango starts a connected metronome. At low values T² is not so choosy and will accept
less accurate playing. On the other hand, the program may also hear material that was not
meant to be tempo-related as a false positive.
Tempo 'OFF' - Threshold
In this way, you can also switch off a tempo when the Listener can no longer hear it, i.e. when
you play rhythmically freer again.
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Pulse Tempo Sensor ON/OFF
With the buttons to the right of the thresholds you can deactivate the sensors for switching
tempos on and off in general. There are two buttons so that you can separately allow or
disallow turning the metronome on and off.
Tempo Evaluation Time (sec.)
The "Pulse Tempo Sensor" works with two quite short Evaluation times (Memory trails)
which you can set here: Maybe you will find even more suitable values than I did in my tests.
These Memory rails are independent of the Main- or Aux-Memory. They complement each
other, so there are two.
Loop Sensor
This is the second tempo detection function of the Listener:
It constantly searches for loops in your playing, i.e., for periods of time that are repeated
regularly.
These can either be of a rhythmic nature, in which case the pitches are ignored, or they are
characterized by repeating tone sequences, which can also rhythmically consist of continuous
eighth notes (e.g.).
Maximum Loop Length
defines the maximum length of these loops. Actually, you define here the maximum processor
load that can be caused by this function. Be generous, because the Listener will not be able to
hear longer loops than specified here.
The Pitch/Rhythm Loop Sensor buttons again allow or prohibit switching the connected
Metronome on or off at the tempo of the loop being heard.
Set Time Signature
In addition, loops found are also checked for time signatures. These can use the same black
connection to set the connected Metronome’s time signature if you allow the Listener to do so
here. They will then be also displayed in the Metronome – and in Listener parameter 2413.

Below, directly above the scrollable area of the Listener parameter, you will find some
buttons and setting options that can be helpful when searching for parameters:
Showing/Hiding Aux Evaluation reduces the number of visible parameters if you only want
to work with the Main Evaluation.
Showing/Hiding Mel+Chords hides the parameters that do not differentiate between chords
and melodic material, so they treat both equally.
Sort...
sorts the wealth of parameters according to various criteria:
- Main-Last-Special-Aux... sorts by Evaluation type (according to the color scheme),
- Mel-Chords-Phrases... sorts by parameters that deal with melodic, chordal and Phraserelated questions.
- Pitch Vel Length... sorted by the basic properties of individual events such as volume, rests,
etc.
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Show...
takes you directly to the first parameter that describes a particular subject and retains the
previously set sort order.
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Groups
It often happens that I want to configure quite complex Rooms with many modules (mostly
Modifiers); sometimes have 200 modules that are active in a single Room. With such Rooms,
even the largest monitor quickly becomes cluttered and just too small.
Many of these Modifiers together, fulfill a certain sub-function in the Room, whereby their
internals are no longer of interest after configuration. They are small "machines" in the large
system of a Room. It is therefore not necessary to leave all of the individual modifiers visible
in the Room view if the connections to the other elements of the Room are maintained. Like
an alternator in a car - you want to install and connect it, but don't necessarily need to
understand all the details.
It is therefore helpful to put modules together in a Group to arrange the Room more clearly.
Compare "PitchSwitch.room" and "PitchSwitchGroup.room" to learn about this method of
operation.
How to create a Group:
Use the mouse to draw a
frame around the modules
that should belong to the
Group. This will "select"
Modifiers 6 and 7 in the
example and mark them red.
Now you will be asked
whether you want to form a
Group or only select these
modules for another action
(e.g. for copy&paste of
modules into another
Room).
If you click on "Yes", the
Group will be created. The
same happens if you select
several modules with a
double click while holding
down the Control key and
then pressing Ctrl G
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The new "Group 2" now has the same functionality as Modifiers 6 and 7 before, is
located at the same place in the Room and has the same connections to its environment.

No matter what kind of modules (like
Modifiers or Players) or even other
Groups are included in a Group, they
always have the same controls.
At the top is the name, which can be
edited as always.
Below it there is a "photo" of the
contained modules, as they were
shown in the Room before the Group
was created, but on a black
background.
Further below are buttons for the
different operations that are
possible with the Group. They are
described below.
At the bottom are the inputs and
outputs that have connected the
Group’s modules to the rest of the
Room. I/Os that were not connected
to the Room when the Group was
created are not shown here, nor are the internal connections (in this example those between
Modifiers 6 and 7). The number and types of I/Os can be changed later in "Group Edit". The
I/O range can naturally be much larger if the Group has many connections to the surrounding
Room.
As always, the inputs are on the left and the outputs on the right. For each I/O, the name of the
module is given first and then the name of the input/output.
The external wiring of the Group can be changed in the
same way as for individual modules.
Groups can contain any number of modules or even
Groups and can therefore be nested to an unlimited
depth. Here is a Group from Group 2 and the
Modifier 3 above it, here called "Nested Group".
As you can see, the symbols in the "Group photo"
necessarily become smaller and smaller with this way of
working, as "Group 2" has now been joined by
Modifier 3 above. At the bottom of the Group are now
the newly added I/Os of Modifier 3, and the output of
Group 2 is now marked as originally coming from
Modifier 7.
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The Group Buttons:
Edit
opens the Group Editor. The Group is displayed in
its immediate Room context as it looked before
creation. The Room area and all module names of
the Group are colored black (the Group as a "black
box"). Otherwise, all Group-modules and their
connections look as before.
If you click on "Show All Modules", you will see
not only the directly connected outside modules
but all modules of the Room.
With the mouse you can change the spatial
arrangement of the modules as you are used to in
the Rooms. The black area is constantly adjusted.
Here you can also change the Group’s internal and
external connections in the usual way. (Note
however, that you do not have to switch to the
Group Editor to change external connections).
With "Add/Remove Selected Modules" you add
modules from outside to the Group or remove
already contained modules from it, in each case by
selecting them with a double click (colored red)
and then clicking on Add/Remove. The color of
the module name will change accordingly and the
black edit area will be adjusted to the new
situation.
If you want to edit the "Group 2", which is
contained in "Nested Group", just click on its Edit button and proceed as in the parent Group.
With this system you can dive as far as you like into the depth of a nested Group.
Delete:
After the usual security question (Do you really....?) you will be asked whether you want to
delete the Group completely with all contained modules or whether only the Group should be
dissolved but its content kept.
Save
saves a Room that contains only this Group and its modules. The same would be achieved by
double-clicking on the Group and then clicking "Save Selected Modules" in the File menu.
This way you have the possibility to create a library of small self-made and reusable
"machines", which you can use to add frequently recurring tasks to Rooms as if it were a
single module.
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As usual with all modules, selected Groups can of course be copied with Ctrl.C and pasted
with Ctrl.V.
Info
gives you, as usual, the opportunity to enter a text that will explain to you, even after a few
years, exactly what this Group does and which connections it needs.
Mute
prevents any output from this Group. “Mute” here, unlike in the modules, cannot be
controlled remotely and cannot be stored. The function is only intended to simplify the
programming and testing of new and complex Rooms.

This concludes the manual of Tango, Version 2.0
Viel Spaß!
Köln, April 2020
Henning Berg
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Appendix 1
List of Shortcuts:
Ctrl. S: Save As…
Ctrl. O: Open File
Ctrl.N: New Room
Ctrl. M: New Modifier
Ctrl.A: Select/Deselect All
Ctrl. C: Copy
Ctrl. V: Paste
Ctrl. G: Make Group

Appendix 2
The Installation of Windows7 and Tango (V. 1.842) on the Mac with Boot
Camp
Computer used:

Mac Book Pro

Processor:

2.26 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo

Mac OS:

OS X, V.10.9.4

Windows operating system: Windows 7
Tango² version 1.842
 Download Windows7 from the internet. There are free trials, which must be converted after
30 days or so into full versions.
.
 Use the Disk Utility (installed on the Mac) to burn the downloaded .iso file to a DVD.
 Run Boot Camp Assistant. Create a USB stick (about 5 GB) on which the wizard stores the
automatically downloaded drivers that are required for Windows.
 Define the partitions using the wizard: At least 25 GB – it can be a bit more must be reserved for Windows.
 Restart the Mac. Immediately after the welcome message appears, press "Alt" and select
Boot Camp.
 Windows7 Installation Wizard: Select Boot Camp> Advanced Settings>
Format the Partition Boot Camp, then install the Windows 7 DVD in the partition
Boot Camp. Then start Windows.
 On the USB stick, look for the file Setup.exe and start it. This will install the drivers which
are necessary for Windows.
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The drivers for the sound card (needed for audio software) are as yet not present and must be
downloaded and installed separately. You should in any case use a decent external sound card
that runs under ASIO for more fun with T².
ASIO is the standard for the audio handling on the PC and is usually not supported by the
built-in sound systems. ASIO also provides Midi handling.
 From here, everything looks and works like on any Windows PC.
 Download and unzip Tango² from www.henning-berg.de. There is no installation routine.
Simply place the unpacked folder on the desktop and leave the file structure as it is.
 When I installed an M Audio card there was a problem with the message “The
ASIO sample rate is not supported. Please check your sync settings in the Control Panel. “
I had to go to the Windows Control Panel and declare the built-in sound card for Mac the
default device. After that M Audio worked without problems.
 Note: After starting Tango² in the menu "Extras>Global Audio and Midi Settings" the "Midi
In Device" and the hardware for audio in and out have to be set. This is automatically saved,
when you shut down T².
Additionally, with the first opening of every example-Room go to the module Audio / Midi
Out (mostly on the right of the Rooms) to define the Midi output of your system. Save the
Rooms with this setting, if you had to make changes here.
 Windows at some point will automatically try to update to its latest version (at the very
latest when you turn your computer off). You should allow this. It may take 1 hour.
Do not turn off the computer during the process.

Note (March/2020):
Unfortunately I could not check this information with Windows 10 and Tango 2.0 or a current
Mac. I hope not too much has changed.
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